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standards
program by the state depart- comply with health
DepartKentucky
the
by
set
ment of education, to evaluate
per
the equipment and facilities of ment of Health; the price
thousand gallons must be
the agriculture program.
of other
County Judge Robert 0. comparable with that
water
Miller also appeared before the similar districts; and the
present
board to relate what has hap- district must supply at
pened so far on the proposals of a minimum of 100,000 gallons
the Almo-Dexter water district. per month with a minimum of
month
The district is asking the 160,000 gallons per
school
the
when
available
excourt for approval of an
enrollment
its
pansion of the boundaries, reaches
which would include the nor- capacity.
Miller said that it was also
thwest county school, now
will
under construction. No action understood that the district
has been taken as yet on the notify the board of its intentions
by the end of this month.
request by the county court.
Superintendent Miller explained the board's officials
position on the water situation
by saying that he would
recommended the board approve the school connecting on
to the Alrno-Dexter district lines
if four conditions were met:
The Almo District must inMcCracken Circuit Judge J.
stall at least a six inch line to Brandon Price Monday set
the school site; the water must three bonds totaling $10,000 for
Clarence L. Alford, charged
with willful murder in the
Halloween night shooting death
of 18-year-old Ronald Wayne
McGrew. Alford posted bond
and was released shortly after
the hearing.
A $5,000 bond was set to
assure his appearance in court,
a $3,000 bond was set forbidding
Alford from carrying any kind
Dr. Elvis J. Stahr will be on Auditorium on the campus, the of a gun and a $2,000 bond was
home ground in the Jackson Inaugural ceremony will mark set forbidding him to enter a bar
Purchase when he delivers the the formal installation of the 32- or tavern where alcohol is
inaugural address during year old Curris as the sixth served. The judge recognized
ceremonies to install Dr. president of Murray State. He Alford on the $3,000 bond and
Constantine Curtis as president assumed his duties Sept. 15.
the $2,000 bond when he posted
Among other inaugural the $5,000 appearance bond.
of Murray State University
events are campus tours, a
Nov. 12.
Alford allegedly shot McGrew
a after eggs were thrown from a
Now president of the National luncheon for invited guests,
the car while it was passing through
following
Audubon Society, the Hickman reception
special
a
program,
inaugural
the parking lot of the Lone Oak
native has gained national
students, and Roller Rink. McGrew was
acclaim through the year as inaugural ball for
and an inauguration eve concert. driving the car, which was
attorney
educator,
Stahr, who has been president occupied by three other youths.
executive. He has served as
president of two major of the National Audubon Society Alford is the operator of the
as roller rink.
universities and as Secretary of since 1968, formerly served
Virginia
West
of
president
the Army
Stahr was designated by the University 11958-61) and as
y
board of regents in September president of Indiana Universit
President
late
The
(1962-68).
the
as
inaugural speaker upon
the request of Curris, a fellow John F. Kennedy appointed him
1961.
alumnus of the University of Secretary of the Army in
who earned
Scholar
Rhodes
A
men
both
where
Kentucky
the law
earned undergraduate degrees. three degrees, including
University in
To begin at 2:30p.m. in Lovett degree, at Oxford
England, Stahr has also served
WASHINGTON (A?) — Fedas dean of the College of Law eral Judge John J. Sirica today
and provost at UK. He holds 23 ordered that Rose Mary Woods,
honorary degrees from schools President Nixon's personal secaround the country.
retary, be summoned to testify
A lieutenant colonel in the in the fact-finding hearing into
Fair and not as cold tonight, U.S. Army infantry during the two. phantom White House
low in the mid 30e. Partly World War II, Stahr served in tape recordings.
cloudy and a little wallfner North Africa, India and China.
Sirica, chief U.S. District
Wednesday, high in the upper He was recently elected Court judge, asked that Miss
40s to low 50s.
chairman of the USO Cor- Woods be notified that she
civilian would be a witness after presithe
Fair Thursday, chance of poration,
showers Friday. Clearing on organization which provides for dential aide Stephen •V. Bull
Saturday, with lows mostly in the morale and well-being of testified he saw her listening to
the 3(s and highs in the 50s for members of the American tapes and typing at the same
the period.
armed forces.
time.

Superintendent William
Millet. Was authorized by the
county Board of
Calloway
Education to write a letter to
the Quality Construction Co.
supporting its change of subcontractors for steel at the
regular monthly meeting of the
board.
The change, Miller explained,
was necessary because the
original steel sub-contractor
could not deliver at the
specified time.
Routine business was conby the board at the
, Miller said. A new
substitute teacher salary
schedule was adopted, in
keeping with state regulations.
The superintendent was also
instructed to look at the
possibility of re-districting the
Calloway School district for the
purpose of electing board
members.
The board approved the total
evaluation of the agriculture
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Dr. Stahr To Be On Home
Ground When He Delivers
MSU Inaugural Address

WEATHER
FORECAST

in line to vote
LIGHT TURNOUT —As was expected, very few people had to wait
A spot-check at
today as a light turnout was reported across the city and county.
with only 95,
noon today showed New Concord with only 117 ballots cast, City Hall

New Election Law Apparently Passes First Test
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) The
state's new election law apparently passed its first testa today
as voters picked their legislators and determined the fate of
two proposed constitutional
amendments.
A spot sampling around Ken.'
tucky showed the turnout St
polling places was light during

"I would deduce it did have
obviously something to do with
the tapes," Bull said but added
he did not know whether the
secretary was making a transcript.
Bull testified that on Sept 28
he was asked by Gen. Alexander Haig Jr., the President's
chief of staff, to go to Camp
David, Md., to assist the President in reviewing some tape
recordings that had been subpoenaed by the special Watergate prosecution force.
Bull said he received about a

list; a few new machines failed
to function properly; arid before noon at least one dozen
persons who claimed to be registered were turned away from
the polls. "We have no major
problems," said Madison County Court Clerk Charles Wagers.
"We are well satisfied with the
way things are going." He said
a few people registered in the
wrong precinct.
Voting was light in Bowling
Green and Warren County and
only a few poll workers were
on duty. Most of the candidates
had agreed earlier to dispense
with the practice during this
election.
dozen tapes and returned four
Little election interest was
or five of them to Gen. John evident in Allen, Barren, ButBennett, a Haig assistant, and ler, Logan and Simpson counleft the rest with Miss Woods.
"She kept them at least a
week," he said.
"Do you know what happened
to the tapes?" asked Richard
Ben-Veniste, a Watergate prosecution force lawyer
A. No sir.
Q. Would you say the purpose
By DAVID HILL
is to make a transcript?
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
A. I could not confirm that
sir.
"Try Murray First!" says the
(See Watergate,Page 101
Bank of Murray.

the morning, partly because the
temperature hovered around
the 30s.
There were scattered complaints because of problems
arising out of re-registration
,but officials said most of them
'Sere settled quickly.
In Jefferson County, one precinct failed to have a voting
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ties but the picture was different in Edmonson, where a special tax issue on school construction appeared on the ballot.
Things were quiet in Mayfield
and Graves County. One official
said "we've experienced some
trouble with re-registration but
not much."
The proposed amendments
would permit the legislature to
meet everyone; sheriffs could
succeed themselves; the state
superintendent of public instruction would be appointed
rather than elected; and the
state Railroad Commission
would be abolished.
Lexington will be electing its
first mayor under its new urban county form of govern-

Bank Of Murray Launches
'Try Murray First' Program

"Try Murray First" is a
program, sponsored by the
Bank which encourages area
residents to do their Christmas
shopping in Murray.
Area merchants met this
morning at the University
Branch of the Bank of Murray
to hear plans for the Christmas
program.
The plans Include supplies for
the merchants from the bank,
which includes special pins
saying "'Try Murray First," for
employes to wear, and special
signs and decals to be placed in
local stores.
A Christmas parade is being
planned for Saturday, Dec. 1,
which will include local bands
and "Santa Claus." Local
merchants are asked to stay
open until seven p.m. that day,
and are also encouraged to ask
civic groups and school clubs to
set up bake sales or other
display booths in front of their
stores.
viceSimmons,
A.W.
president of the bank, said this
morning that he hopes that Dec.
1 will bring as many people into
Murray as the annual Sidewalk
Sale.
Merchants were also asked
this morning to include "Try
Murray First" slogans and
decals in their media advertising during the Christmas

WORK CONTINUING AT FISHER-PRICE—Coustruclics work at the new
Fisher—Price plant north of Murray,foreground, is contheSag as fast as weather
permits and should be finished by early 1974, Royal Rain, plant manager,said this
morning. Kain said that the plant could possibly be in full productioa by the end of

the construction
next year and that production will pick up on a gradond basis owe
at the present Mae. The Vanderbilt
n
productio
limited
in
is
plant
The
finished.
is
Chemical Plant complex is in the background.
Photo by Wilson Woolley

rnent, with incumbent Foster
Pettit running against James
Amato.
In Louisville, Dr. Harvey
Sloane, a Democrat, opposed
former Police Chief C. J. Hyde,
a Republican, for the mayor's
job. The third man, running as
an independent, was Walter
Cosby.
In Southcentral Kentucky,
voters were choosing a Court of
Appeals judge to complete the
five years remaining in the
term of the late Homer Neikirk
of Somerset.
The incumbent, Pleas Jones
of Williamsburg, was running
under the "Independent Judicial" label against GOP Circuit
Judge Kenton Cooper of Jamestown.

couraging the growth and
development of new stores and
shopping areas.
"We're not telling people to
Simmons also noted the shop only in Murray," Simmons
benefits to the local economy of said. "We're simply enshopping at home, mentioning couraging everyone to "Try
the indirect value of keeping Murray First," because in all
dollars in the Murray economy, probability, it can be found
providing more jobs, and en- right here."

that can be found in larger cities
can be found right here in
Murray."

'TRY MURRAY FIRST" — Says A.W. Simmons, vicepresident of the Bank of Murray. The local bank announced its
'Try Murray First- program at a meeting this morning of local
merchants.
IStaff Photo by David Hill)
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First Grades Give
Program At New
Concord PTC Meet
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The Parent-Teacher Club of
New Concord Elementary
01 ER FOR SIX
Baked Chicken with
School held its regular meeting
Vegetables
on Thursday, October 19, at the
Stuffed Freezer Potatoes
school.
Salad Bowl with Cheese
Presenting the program were
Dressing
the students from the two first
Fruit Compote
Beverage
grade rooms taught by Mrs.
STUFFED FREEZER
Maxine Pool and Mrs. Martha
POTATOES
LRet.
You can freezer-store these
Danny Kingins read the for two months.
6 baking potatoes, aboit 2
scripture and Jaunty Brinkley
pounds
led In prayer.
The president, Hal Win- 1-3rd cup butter
chester, presided. Mrs. Janice 1-3rd cup light cream
teaspoons salt
Weatherford, treasurer, gave P.
White pepper to taste
her report, and Mrs. Roberta ' Paprika
Myers read the minutes in the
Scrub potatoes in cold water
absence of the secretary, Mrs. aid dry Bake in a preheated
Shirley Garrison.
400-degree oven until cooked
A potluck supper was served. through — about 1 hour. Cut
tops from potatoes lengthwise;
reserve potato shells. Remove
potato pulp and whip with butter, cream, salt and pepper.
Heap the filling into the potato
hells. Sprinkle with paprika.
Wrap each potato separately in
heavy-duty foil; store in freezCLOSED 'TIL
er. When ready to use, place direct from freezer — still
Fri-Sat-Sun.
wrapped n foil — in a pre"CLASS OF '44" &
heated 400-degree oven and
bake until hot through — about
"SAVAGE 7" rin
[45 minutes; turn back foil for
the last 5 minutes of baking,
Makes 6 servings.

e

Ends TONITE
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Calloway County Unit, American
Cancer Society, Has Meet Here
The
American
Cancer
Society, Calloway County Units,
sponsored by Delta Department
of the Murray Woman's Club,
met Wednesday, October 31, at
ten a.m. at the Holiday Inn.
Guests of the committee were
Bill Brown, director of Field
Services, Kentucky Division,
ACS,Louisville, and Gene Nipp,
newly
appointed
area
representative of West Kentucky, Paducah.
Mrs. Ewen
Allbritten,
chairman, presided. Mr. Brown
spoke informally to the group
and followed with a questionanswer period. He gave a
resume of new developments in
cancer research and related
how fmsds are being presently
spent.
The main objective of ACS,
stressed Mr. Brown is to
provide money for research and
education, not essentially to
provide
welfare.
Other
Highlights of his discussion
related to the work done by the
research divisions of the
University of Kentucky and the
University of Louisville in
collaboration with ACS. He
reported that a breast cancer
screening program, University
of Louisville, was available to
Kentucky women who provided
referrals from a doctor who in

turn would receive a report of
findings.
Symposiums throughout the
state are being scheduled to
educate the public that cancer
cured and that the
can be
startling figure of 344,000
deaths, 1972, attributed to
cancer can be substantially
reduced by early diagnosis.
Attending the meeting were
Mesdames Garnett Jones,
J.D. Rayburn, Ewen Allbritten,
Stanford Hendrickson, Stanford
Andrus, Aubrey Hatcher,
Ullian Graves, and Misses
Lorene Swann and Hazel Tarry.

Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club Plans Meet
The Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club met last Wednesday night at Gleason Hall.
Top winners were Wally Swan
and his partner, Gene Wheeles,
while second high went the
Max Carmens.
The Club is open to anyone
interested in playing duplicate
bridge and meets every Wednesday night at 7 p.m, at
Gleason Hall at the corner of
North 12th and Payne Streets.

MIKE
joi.„sp
LEE
"TliE CHINESE
CONNECTION"
(a

CS Color • A Notional General Pictures Release

Plus linica We in Fists of Fury
Each feature shown once nitely-'"Connection 7:25
Fists 9:15
Added Sat. & Sun. Aft 'Connection' at 3:15

His music career turns
fiancee into a beast
By Abigail Van Buren

Y MATS

— SATURDAY REVIEW

—PLAYBOY

PARAMOUNT MYLES:3 pr•••••
• smi
71••

DEAR ABBY My fiance, a talented young man, Plays
the guitar in a small group, which up until now has played
only for their own enjoyment. I have told him repeatedly
that I didn't want him to play for the public, whether it be
a concert, reception, or dance. He always assured me he
wouldn't. Now the group is getting offers, and he wants to
play professionally.
Maybe I sound selfish, but I want my husband home
nights, so our children will know their father. Most musicians are gone nights and weekends, and have to play in
Lord knows what kind of places.
I don't want to force him to make a choice between me
or his music because I know how much he loves his music.
Yet, I could never be happy as a musician's wife, no
matter how successful he became.
I know many girls would be thrilled to have their
husbands up on a stage, but I'm different.
STAGE FRIGHT IN WACO
DEAR STAGE FRIGHT: There can be no compromise
here. If your fiance loves music, and wants to make It his
career, you are forcing him to make a choke.
No man is as miserable as he who sacrifices doing
what he wants most to do in order to please his wife.
Unless he's the man who does what he wants to do, and
has a nagging wife at his elbow reminding him of bow
miserable SHE is.
DEAR ABBY: In answer to the girl who thought she
was getting too much attention from her father in law: She
doesn't know how lucky she is. I once had the same problem, or thought I did. Then my husband died at an early
age. and my father in law expressed his love for me. To
make a long story short, I married my father in law. I was
30. and he was 60. We have had a wonderful life together
and are still in good health. I am now 60, and he is 90.
So, don't put down the father in law. Chances are he is
a lot like his son, only older,
HAPPY WITH PAPPY

TUESDAY—NOVEMBER 1, 1873

Choral Ensemble From Music Department Presents Program At Christian Church
The Christian Woman's charming mannsr and with the
Fellowship of the First excellency of IS presentation.
Christian Church held its
Mrs. 0.B Boone, Jr., anregular monthly meeting on nounced the selections and
Tuesday, October 30, at the presented Mrs. Joe Prince as
director and accompanist. The
church at 6:30 p.m.
i introduced themselves
On opening the meeting, Mrs. singer
during the program. The enHarlon Hodges, president,
semble was compose"! of:
announced that a salad supper
Mesdames James Carlin,
would precede the musical
Vernon Shown, Tommye
program.
Taylor, Keith Hays, Charles
Mrs. George Hart gave the Hoke, Charles Simons, O.B.
Grace prior to the serving of the Boone Jr., Rob Ray, and Donald
refreshments. Members and Burchfield.
guests then selected their
The program included:
choices from the festive array "Somewhere a Child is
of delectable salads arranged Singing," "My Lord What a
on the service table adorned by Morning," "Come away to the
striking
bouquet
a
of Land of Freeom",
ukelele
varicolored mums. Olive green accompamisment by Mrs. Rob
burning tapers complimented Ray, "Poor Man Lazarus",
the floral center piece.
"Morning Has Broken," "Bless
Coffee was served by Mrs. This House," "yanks 'n
Walter Apperson. The group Tanks," "The Hen's Duet," "I
then progressed into the library Know Where I'm Going" and
where they seated themselves "Let There Be Peace."
at tables arranged informally
At the close of the perthroughout the attractive room. formance the
audience exThe program followed in the pressed its pleasure by giving
sanctuary of the church.
the ensemble a standing
A choral ensemble from the ovation. The applause was
Music Department of the enthusiastic and sustained at
Murray
Woman's
Club length.
delighted the audience with its
The program was followed by
a short business meeting. Mrs.
Hodges thanked Mrs. O.B.
Boone Jr., Service Chairwoman, for planning and
making arrangements for the

Surprise Party Is
At Brass Lantern
For Mrs. Berman

Mr. and Mrs. Oury Smith of
Kirksey Route One will
celebrate their golden wedding
anniversary with an open house
at the home of one of their sons,
Mrs. Ronald Elaine) BerKenny Smith, also of Kirksey
Route One, on Sunday, man was honored with a surNovember 11, from two to four prise birthday party on Thursday, October 25, at the loft at
p.m.
the Brass Lantern restaurant
All friend's' rind relatives are at Aurora.
invited to attend during the
The party was hosted by Mr.
afternoon. The family requests and Mrs. Joe Bolter. Mrs.
that persons not bring gifts.
Berman was presented with a
Mr. and Mrs. Smith have two cake and gifts.
Present for the party were
daughters, Mrs. Ezra (Jerry)
Rose of Paducah and Mrs. Ben Mrs. Berman's parents, Mr.
M. Dorothy) Todd of Lynn and Mrs. Milton Kozlove of
Grove, and four sons, Walter B. Louisville, who stayed for
Smith of Paducah, Eddie Smith homecoming at Murray State
of Murray, Adrian Smith of University, Mr. and Mrs. James
Cincinnati, Ohio, and Kenny Jackson, Miss Arms Terry,
Marty Pohler, Mr. and Mrs.
Smith of Kirksey Route One.
Baiter and Mr. and Mrs. BerThe couple also has twelve man. Unable to attend were
Mr.
grandchildren and two great and Mrs. James Surrency
and
grandchildren.
Mr.and Mrs. George Rhenberg.

Reports from the four groups
were given by the following
chairwomen: Mrs. James Hart,
Mrs. A.B. Austin, Mrs. H.B.
Bailey, Jr., and Mrs. Thomas
Marshall.
Mrs.
R.H.
Robbins,
The large representation of
secretary, read the minutes of
the September meeting and the C.W.F. and their guests
presented
the
financial closed the meeting by repeating
the Lord's Prayer.
statement.

Let's get really
for the Holidays!
Shop . . .

CAMPUS CASUAL
for all your Fun Days.

Come out and brouse
before you buy!
Open 8-5, 6 Days a Week
, — PLEJITY FREI PARKMG M REAR —
Use Our Lay-Away or Your Bank Americard

Tuesday. Wednesday .Thursday

DRYCLEANING

afc SHIRT
Any Long
Garment
Dresses, Topcoats,
Raincoats, Robes, etc

ANY 2 FOR

LOWER—LOWER--LOWER PRICES

SNACK BOX

89`

79c

SNACK BOX
2 pc chicken
cole slaw
butter roll

SNACK BOX
2-pc. chicken
potatoes, gravy
slaw and roll

SP $

19
The regular price of
having your raincoat
waterproofed.
With this coupon.
Expires Nov. p 97j

DINNER BOX
3-pc. chicken
potatoes, gravy
SIA $1
cole slaw and rolls 11

59

DEAR HAPPY: You deal say where toolbar in tsar
was when father in law "expressed his love for you." but V
she was alive and kicking, shame on Pappy for barlog
traded in his older model for a newer one.

Your love will be reflected forever in your beautiful,
brilliant perfect Keepsake diamond. The famous
Keepsake Certificate permanently registers your ring
and assures a fine white engagement diamond,
Keepsake ... there is no finer diamond ring.

FURCHES
JEWELRY
113 So. 4th Sheet
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-2835

DEAR ABBY: You mentioned that occasionally couples
want to be married by a clergyman, but can't find one to
marry them because it's a "mixed" marriage.
May I suggest that you refer them to the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints [Mormon].
The LDS marriage ceremony is simple, but impressive.
and would be performed by an ordained minister recognized by city and state authority. As you know, we have no
paid clergy. Our church is run by volunteers.
Since I became a bishop [this last year], I have performed two marriage ceremonies for nonmembers. The
first was between a Catholic and a Lutheran, and the
second between a Catholic and a Baptist. The church organist played the music and the room where it was held
was appropriately decorated The young couples seemed to
like it very much, and you couldn't beat the price. There
was no charge.
EARL R. BUNKER, JR. [Bishop)
Alhambra, Cal.

LOWER
PRICES

CONFIDENTIAL TO "JUST A NICE GIRL": The "signals" a glrl sends out are the way she walks, talks, and
dresses. "Packaging" is important. Some girls dress to
invite rape, but they're Insulted it a fellow winks at them.

floW

asabbmit? You'll feel better If you get it MT your chest.
Fes's peramsul reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 107N. L. A.,
C. NM. Enclose stamped. *eV-addressed eavelope„
please.
For Abby's new booklet. "What Teen-Agers Want to
Know." seed ft to Abigail Van Bares, lzt Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Cal. 11212.

n o-,4! W

1111 Sycamore Street
Murray
Phone 753-7191
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Kentucky Pied Chicken

1-pc. chicken
potatoes, gravy
slaw and roll

PAGE TIME

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs
rentrai Shopping Center

Open 7 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Sat.
•

Phone 753-9084
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Coffee Cup Chatter
By University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
For Home Economics
BUYING
AN
OLDER
HOME—CHECK THESE
POINTS BEFORE BUYING:
(1) Are the floors level, do they
have structurally
sound
foundations, or do they give as
you walk or apply weight to
them. (2) Are the wndow
facings in good condition, or
have numerous curtain and
drapery rods been installed
resulting in holes and split
wood.(3) Look for cracks in the
ceiling and walls, especially
from windows to ceiling and in
corners. (4) Does water flow
freely in and out of lavatories
and sinks, are there rust stains
and is there corrosion around
faucets. (5) Are walls and
ceilings badly smoked from
faulty heating equipment. —
Mrs. Juanita Amonett, County
Extension Office, Courthouse,
Paducah.
Bedrooms top the list of
rooms where one can use an
unconventional piece of furniture and the room and furniture fit together well. Some
examples you can use are coffee
tables at the foot of the bed,
desks that double as dressing
tables, or dressers that fit well
in combination sitting roombedroom. An interesting addition to a bedroom could be an
all-purpose armoire or the
chaise lounge that is making a
comeback
furniture
in
popularity right now. — Mrs.
Mildred W. Potts, LaCenter.
Fall is here and the fashion
scene is wrapped in shades of

green, burgundy, navy, brown
and deep ruby reds. The solid
appearance of the English Club
and Art Deco Motif set the
trend. Executed in easy care
fabrics, it is a season for looking
as crisp and fresh as the
autumn countryside. — Mrs.
Dean Roper, Courthouse,
Mayfield.

When using a woven fabric for
constructing garments, you will
find underlining it gives more
shape and support. Underlining
helps prevent wrinkles and
prolongs the life of a garment
and overhandling of the fabric
as markings are transferred to
the underlining only. They also
prevent the garment from
dining to the body, thus giving
more comfort and better appearance. The underlining acts
as a hanger for your garments.
Hems, interfacings, etc. are
sewn to the underlining only
giving
the
garment
a
pr,fessional appearance. A
leaflet, "INNER FABRICS",
prepared
by U.K. Clothing
Specialists, gives selection and
construction tips for interlining
of garments. For your copy, call
the Extension Office in your
county or write to me, Kate
Thompson, Hickman.
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SPRING HAS SPRUNG in New York while
winter begins in the rest of the nation.
Spring fashion collections shown in
Gotham include a black and whit• dotted
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holiday
savings

25%onOFF
Towle
sterling flatware

Here is a holiday special you can't afford to miss.
All active Towle sterling patterns•are available at
25% off the regular retail price during this limited
time promotion. You may purchase single pieces,
place settings or complete sets and save 25% on
every purchase. Now is the time to start or add to
your Towle sterling service, Come in today.
Save up to S 19.25 on a 4 piece place setting
" Save up to $154.00 on a 32 piece service for 8
Save up to $336.00 on a 72 piece service for 12

LINDSEY'S
JEWELRY
Murray, Kentucky

skirt (WI) wiles a black top and straw hat
from Bill Bless' co4ection. The model at
right shows a soft print dress for evening
weer, designed by Chester Weinberg.

Down the
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By Mrs. W. P. WILLIAMS
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Autumn in West Kentucky!
There is no lovelier place in the
world. I think it is because we
have such a wide variety of
trees, and each one turns its own
particular color in November.
The oaks are lovely with the
reddish brown mingled with
the green. The maples are varicolored, some all yellow and
others with a rosy tint that is
gorgeous. The poplar trees are
golden
yellow
while
the
dogwoods are a brilliant red.
There's a type of Eisonymouns
that is a firery red and looks so
bright among the other shrubs.
There is a Ligustrum called
Vicari that is tipped with yellow
and makes a real show in the
fall.
One of the prettiest trees just
now is the Sweet Gum with
leaves so brilliantly dark that
some of them are black. I love
the sweet gum because of the
dainty shape of the leaves, so
deeply cut and shiny.
All the signs of autumn are
with us. Everything seems to
want to give us all the color
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possible before winter comas,
The chrysanthemums and
dahlias are the brightest just
now. It seems their colors are
more sparkling and clear.
They are reminding us that
November which brings us the
day of Thanksgiving, is a time of
lushness, of using all the
richness of the season in our
arrangements. With the browns,
the yellows and the oranges, we
can let our imagination have full
sway. I think we can forget
some of the strict rules of flower
arranging and simply bring
color and a sense of abundance
and richness into our creations.
Even the wild plants offer so
many beautiful blossoms to giv
a little variety and change.
The Lord has been so lavish
with His gifts and we should be
eternally grateful for them.
What a dull world this would be
If there were no flowers and
trees. I can't think of anything
more awful.
That is why it behooves all of
us, not only to care for what is
here, but to continue to create
beauty where there was none
before, to add a little here, to
plant something there and to
cultivate, to dig, to fertilize the
little spot of beauty that is ours.
We get such rewards from it all,
so much pleasure, so much
satisfaction and a renewed
appreciation of the many
blessings we have received.
So let's make November a
Members of the Golden Age
Club met Friday, November 2, month of enjoying our plants
in the social hall of the First and being aware of the
loveliness that surrounds us.
United Methodist Church.

Golden Age Club
Has Luncheon At
Method istCh u rch

c•ei,

Court Square
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Cookies will stay flavorful if
follow
you
these
few
suggestions for serving. Bar
cookies should be stored uncut
in a tightly covered bakingpan.
Store soft cookies in a tightly
covered container; crisp in a
loosely covered container. Keep
all in a cool place and do not mix
soft and crisp cookies together.
— Mrs. Patricia Curtsinger,
Benton.

A delicious potluck luncheon
was served at noon with Rev.
Michey Carpenter, associate
church minister, giving the
Invocation. Arrangements of
flowers used on the tables were
furnished by Lenora Jones and
Erin Montgomery.
Host and hostesses forr the
occasion were Bryan Tolley,
Mrs. Hildred Sharpe, Mrs.
Clarence Horton, Mrs. Ruby
Barnes, and Miss Montgomery._
Following the luncheon group
singing was enjoyed with Mrs.
Tennessee Outland at the piano.
W.O. Vaughn, president, conducted a short business session
Bingo was played by the
group with Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Klapp presiding for the
game. Mrs. Sluupe gave a
reading, "How To Catch A
Visitors attending were
Elizabeth James, Lella Boyd,
Nola Lewis, Rev. Carpenter,
and Mr. and Mrs Roger
Burgoyne, with the latter two
becoming new members of the
club.
Members attending were Otis
Harrison, Paul Kingirus, Miss
Erin Montgomery, Mr.and Mrs.
W.O. Vaughn, Mr and Mrs.
Bryan Tolley, Mr. and Mrs
Norman *Klapp, Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Roberts, Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Horton, Mesdames
Robbie Harrison, Gladys Hale,
Lula
Birdie .PikkArp,
Tennessee Outland, Elsie
Lovett, Lectra Andrus, Lenore
Jones, Gonne Adams, Olive
Hagen, Mary Lamb, Hlldred
Sharpe, Ruby Barnes, Edna
McReynolds, Lela Shackelford,
Sadie Harrell, Floy CakIvrell,
Lochle Hart, and Menu Mattingly

Wednesday, November 7
Bicycle Interest Group of
MSU Women's Society will have
a luncheon at Paesano's, West
Tuesday, November 1
Methodist Church will meet at side of court square, at 11:30
Winsome Class of Memorial the home of Mrs. Donna am. In case of rain the luncheon will be on the following
Baptist Church will meet with Jackson at seven p.m.
day.
Mrs. Nancy Cathey, 405 North
7th Street, at 7:30 p.m.
Spring Creek Baptist Church
Thursday, November 11 .
mission groups will meet at
Cumberland Presbyterian
Sigma Alpha Iota Alumni seven p.m.
Women of
North Pleasant
Chapter will meet at the home
Grove (lurch will have a
of Mrs. Joe Prince at seven p.m.
Baptist Women and Baptist potluck supper at the church.
Young Women of Cherry Corner
Children's Book Fair will be Church will hold separate
The
Contemporary
held at the SUB Ballroom at meetings at 7:30 p.m. at the Homemakers Club will meet at
Murray State University, church.
the home of Mrs. Leroy Frazier
sponsored by ACE.
at one p.m.
Flint Baptist Church Baptist
The
The United Methodist Women Women and Baptist Young
New
Frontier
Of Hazel Church will hold its Women will meet at the church Homemakers Club will meet
at
seven
p.m.
with Mrs. Paul Kurz, 1707
general meeting at the church
Parklane Drive, at 9:30 a.m.
at seven p.m,
Artex painting and ceramic
classes for senior citizens will
The Dexter Homemakers
Murray Assembly No. 19 be from ten a.m. to 12 noon.
Club will meet at the Dexter
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
Children's Book Fair con- Community
Center at 9:30 a.m.
will meet at seven p.m. at the
tinues
today at the MSU
Masonic Hall.
Student Union ballroom.
Friday, November
Murray TOPS No. 34, KenHazel Lodge No. MI F & Ahla.
Women of the Oaks Country
tucky, will meet at the Health
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Hazell
Club will play bridge at nine
Center at seven p.m.
Lodge.
a.m. with Ruth Brandon as
hostess.
4
The Delta Department of the
Creative Arts Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
The Nature's Palette Garden
the Murray Woman's Club will'.
meet at the club how* it 7:30
Club will meet at the COMp.m. with Dr. Evelyn Bradley
hold it annual bazaar at
munity Center at 1:30 p.m, with
as speaker. Hostesses will be
tleton's during store hours.
Jessie Robinson as hostess and
Mesdames H.L. Oakley, Ewen
Rowena Stubblefield giving the
Murray
North
Allbritten, F.E.' Crawford,
The
Homemakers Club will meet at
Henry Warren, Eugene Tarry, Program.
Mrs. John WorkRaymond Tidwell and Thomas
Murray Open Duplicate the home of
man, 1508 Parklane Drive, at
Hogancamp.
Bridge Club will meet at
1:30 p.m.
Gleason Hall at seven p.m.
The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with Mrs. Harold EverStarts FRIDAY
srneyer as speaker. Hostesses
"BLOOD OF THE
MINAS
will be Mesdames Ronald Babb,
/000 0, 11100,
Jimmy Ford, A.R. Hatcher,
DRAGON"
John Hine, James Stahler, and
S El I
Charles Turnbow.
I,
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Lynnville Church
Scene Of District
Pentecostal Meet
The Lynnville Pentecostal
Church of God was the scene of
the Tennessee District Pentecostal Ladies' Auxiliary
banquet held on Saturday
evening, October 27.
The banquet, which is part of
an annual effort to raise funds
for the improvement of the
Tennessee District Campground, was attended by more
than one hundred people.
The fellowship hall of the
church was decorated with
autumn leaves and candles.
Each table held a centerpiece of
fall flowers.
After the buffet-style meal,
the guests enjoyed gospel music
by Mrs. Jeanie Scott of Paris,
Tennessee; Mrs. Jean Barger of
Murray, Kentucky; and the
Halleluiah Singers of Lynnville.
The evening address as given
by Mrs. Dena Hendrickson,
leader of the Westwood PLA
chapter.

Women's Christian
Temperance Union
Holds Meeting

CENTRAL

SA
OF 104JR-SANITY.
PRAY
rr ISNT TRUE!

Brass Choir will present a
concert at the recital hall of the
Fine Arts Building Annex,
MSU, at 8:15 p.m. with Prof.
Carl Mowery and Prof. David
Elliott as conductors. •
Suzanne Doyle will start a
series of lessons on "Art For
Fun" at the Murray Art Guild at
seven p.m. For information call
7534250.
Senior Citizens will meet at
Ellis Center at ten am. Arts
and crafts for bazaar or quilting
will start at 10:30, crazy band
from noon to one p.m., table
games from one to 3:30 p.m.,
and program at Public Library
from two to three p.m.
Calloway County Young
Democrats will meet at the
Calloway County court house at
7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, November 7
Faxon Mothers Club will meet
District 1, Division A, of the
at the school at two p.m. A
Kentucky Women's Chris'an
shower for the Max Dowdy
Temperance Union met at The
family will be held.
Northside United Methodist
Church, Paducah, Ky. on OcBlankenship Circle of the
tober 30 with Mrs. Mitylene
South Pleasant Grove United
Holmes, district president,
calling the meeting to order.

LegtriLk

A musical story
ofJesussung
byjohnny
Cash.
tn.

nnte•
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CATERING
SERVICE
Call Us for Those Special Events .

I/ Weddings
,
t Anniversaries

Parties
v. Birthdays

Rudy's Restaurant
104 S. 5th

Phone 753-1632

The meeting opened with the
group singing, "This Is My
Father's World."

Mrs. Ottis Russell, of Wingo,
led in the flag salute, followed
MAYFIELD PATIENT
by an inspiring devotional by
Danny Joe Hutson of Hazel Rev. Athel Sheperd, Sr.
Route One was discharged
Mrs. Holmes gave a report on
October 27 from the Community
the National WCTU Convention
Hospital, Mayfield.
which she recently attended in
St. Paul, Minnesota, and Mrs.
HOSPrIrAL PATIENT
Jamey Lee Thorn of Dexter Russell reported on the state
Route One was dismissed Oc- convention she attended at
tober 27 from the Community Lexington, Ky.
Following a sack lunch at
Hospital, Mayfield.
noon, the meeting reconvened
with Mrs. Larry Pittello giving
the opening prayer. Mrs.
To make goodocoffee for two,
liaen conducted the
using a drip pot, use 4 table- business session which was
spoons of all-purpose grind cof- followed by a workshop.
fee and l
cups measuring
Mrs. Ray Hobbs dismissed
cups of water.
the meeting with a prayer.

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
Famous U.S. Women Ski Team Diet
During the non-snow o" season the U.S. Women's Alpine
Ski Team members go to the "Ski Team" diet to lose 20
pounds in two weeks. The's right — 20 pounds in 14 days!
The basis of the diet is chemical food action and was devised
by a famous Colorado physician especially for the U.S. Ski
Team. Normal energy is maintained (very important) while
reducing. You keep "full" - no starvation — because the diet
is designed that way. It's a diet that is easy to follow whethei
you work, travel or stay at home.
This is honestly a fantastically successful diet. If it
weren't the U.S. Women's Ski Team wobldn't be permitted.
to use itl Right? So, give yourself the same break the U.S.
Ski Team gets. Lose weight the scientific, proven way. Even
if you'-ve tried all the other diets, you owe it to yourself to
•try the.U.S. Womer's.Sk earn.Diet. TAatis. if you really do.,N4
want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. Order today. Tear this
out as a reminder.
Send only $3.00 ($3.25 to' Rush Service). Cash is O.K.—
to- dorma Products Co., P 0 Box 728, Solana Beach, California 92075. Don't order unless you expect to lose 20
pounds in two weeks! Because that's what the Ski Team Diet
will do!

NOW! The Best

Money Service

OTUCky
In Kentucky Is Here. FINANCE
Where You Want
It. Great
Kentucky Finance, with home offices in Lexington and
over 50 offices throughout Kentucky, has a new office. It's
right here, where you want it. Now the best loan service in
Kentucky is ready to serve you, just as they've served
Kentuckians for over 29 years.
Remember...at Kentucky Finance we are anxious to
approve your loan. Small loans up to $1200.. and the big
loan, up to $7500. To meet today's greater needs. You can
count on us. Thank you.

Go Where The Service Is/Loans to '7500

KENTUCKY FINANCE
Murray, Kentucky
506 Main Street
753-2621
(In the former Murray Loan location)
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A tree tragedy
From The Kentucky Poet)
It is sad so much of our hard-to-comeby timber must be wasted by burying or
burning, especially during this time of
energy crisis and ecology concern.
EDWIN WAY TEALE,
And if a power saw can take down a
Autumn Across America
tree in one morning that took a thousand
years to grow, think what a bulldozer
Contractors and highway men say it
is almost impossible to make good use of can do.
Trees do take a long time to grow.
And a standing tree, besides adding
beauty to the country side, serves many
useful purposes—windbreak, deterrent
against erosion, moisture retainer and a
home for wildlife nd birds to name a
few.
Some hard questions need to be asked
and solid answers given when trees are
to be felled.
Is it absolutely necessary to fell every
tree?
Or is it possible to save some of them
even if it does add some cost to the
project?
Couldn't a contractor better afford to
hire a couple of men to cut usable trees
and sell them to a saw mill, therefore
recouping most of his expense, perhaps
even making a profit?
Isn't this a cheaper way out than
trees which must come down for conusing expensive equipment and operastruction projects.
They point out efforts to have corn- tors?
And wouldn't this be better than totalinercial tree cutters take them out have
been mostly futile because many of the ly wasting one of our vital natural retrees are of poor quality. And they say sources?
they haven't been successful in giving
A hard look needs to be taken at all
_them to folks with fireplaces because
facets of this tree destruction. It appears
most people seem willing to buy firewood
the problem can be solved if all concernand aren't equipped to cut trees.
ed really want to.
"Any fine morning a power saw
that took a thousand
years to grow."

can felts tree

Turmoil Causes Moscow Worry
By WILLIAM L. RYAN
AP Special Cernmpoodent
Turmoil in U.S. politics and a
lingering aura of global crisis
from the Middle East explosion
evidently have prodded Moscow
into weighing carefully all possible eventualities, including
the departure of President Nixon from office through impeachment or resignation.
In recent days, the Kremlin
appears to have decided to be

prepared — and to prepare the
Soviet Communist party and
public — for anything that
might happen in Washington.
Evidently Moscow has concluded that the Watergate situation is for real.
The Soviet press has been
gradually lifting the polite veil
it threw over the Watergate situation, so that the Soviet public
may be informed that its erstwhile guest is in big trouble.

10 Years Ago Today
Democrat Edward T. Breathitt was
elected
governor of Kentucky in the general
election
yesterday. He got 436,092 votes while Republ
ican
Louie B. Nunn got 422,688 votes. Harry
Lee
Waterfield was elected lieutenant governor.
Deaths reported are Mrs Edith Oliver, age 94,
and
Mrs. Felix Worley, age 85.
The Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home is now
open
for business, according to the owners,
James
Blalock and James Coleman.
Miss Sharon Taggart has been named
as
homecoming queen at Murray State Colleg
e. Her
attendants are Miss Janice Cherry and Miss
Sonia
Oceypok.

20 Years Ago Today
The home of Herman Moss on Mulber
ry Street
was consumed by fire this morning
shortly after
eight o'clock.
Deaths reported are John E. Jones, age
70, and
Marsha Jo Lancaster, age eight months
.
Thirteen new members of the Murray Rotary
Club
are C.B. Walker, John Neal Purdom,
Col. Wallace
Hackett, Karl Warming, Frank Holcomb,
Thomas
Hogancamp, Waylon Rayburn, Al Quinter ,
Harlan
Hodges, Hugh Oakley, James C. Willia
ms, Leon
Burkeen, and Dr. William Vogue.
"Thanks to Mrs. B.F. Berry on the note she
sent us
on the service her route boy is giving
on South 4th
Street," from the column, "Seen &
Heard Around
Murray."

Why all this Kremlin worry?
Frtem the look of it, matters
had been going much the Soviet
way, and, the press had indicated considerable Kremlin
satisfaction with recent world
events.
Detente or no detente, Moscow seemed pleased by the
Western and American oil
crisis generated by the Middle
East war and the prospective
adverse impact on the Western
Alliance and the European
Common Market.
Yet the Soviet press tone continues to suggest a case of
Kremlin jitters, inflicted by the
uncertainty in Washington.
Moscow seems to ask itself now
whether the detente can survive the combined shocks of the
near -confrontation in the
Middle East and the departure
of Nixon from office,
The resignation of Vice President Spiro T. Agnew and President Nixon's firing of the Watergate prosecfitor seemed to
shock the Kremlin. The Russians were told of both in some
detail and lzvestia commented
on a "crisis of political morals"
in the United States.
Thereafter, the official news
agency Tess departed from the
usual kid-gloves treatment of
the Nixon Administration to
charge that it used a confrontation-like alert of U.S.
forces during the Mideast war
to divert domestic attention
train Nixon's troubles. Last
Friday, the foreign policy journal New Times carried a detailed account of the latest Watergate-related developments
and for the first time let the
Soviet public know that impeachment was being widely
discussed.

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

State Government Report

MAYFIELD, Ky. -- Tuesday's election results
across Kentucky will be surveyed closely for several
Jays, as victories and defeats and the size of the voter
turnout are analyzed by Democrats, Republicans and
Independents.

More os Mexico. Man, you're
going to get sick of this.
Mexico used to have only the
very rich and the very poor.
They are now building a middle
class which is largely
responsible for the stable
government
and
stable
currency of this nation. You will
note that western Edrope Is
stable now since a middle clam
has
grown larger. South
America will continue to have
revolutions until the climate is
right for a middle class to
develop. Mexico has achieved
this status. There are still many
poor people in Mexico however.

Questions being asked the most are:
Does the number of VC:4RM Tuesday indicate a
disgust for politics and politicians? •
Were Republican candidates _hurt_ by .1.973__
revelations of the Watergate scandals?
Are Kentuckians totally satisfied with our 1891
Constitution?
Is the public apathetic about their government?
Secretary of State Thelma Stovall and the 120
county court clerks are watching closely for problems
arising out of Kentucky's new voter reregistration law
and computerization of voter records.
* a
At present there are 1,418,021 eligible voters in
Kentucky, but there are still several thousands of
citizens who did not reregister and even more who are
eligible to register but have never done so. Beginning
next Monday, Nov. 12, Kentuckians ineligible to vote
Tuesday can add their names to the voter rolls by
registering at their local county court clerk's office.
as.
College football fans in western Kentucky who
follow Murray State University, Western Kentucky
University and/or the University of Kentucky are
happy people these days, with all three state
universities having successful football seasons. Again
last weekend all three teams were victorious. Murray,
never yet a loser at the new Roy Stewart Stadium,
travels to the WKU campus at Bowling Green Nov. 17
for a 1:30 p.m. game that will decide the Ohio Valley
Conference championship
For years football fans of the UK Wildcats have
worn buttons and displayed bumper stickers saying
simply, "We believe." Until this year that motto
received mostly sympathetic smiles of
acknowledgment. But now those faded buttons and
stickers are for real. The few skeptics of the Wildcats'
1973 team were convinced last Saturday when new
coach Fran Curd's Big Blue, led by All-American
Sonny Collins of Madisotlrille, swamped previously
unbeaten Tulane 34-7 before a huge Homecoming
crowd at new Commonwealth Stadium in Lexington.
* 5*
In a letter last week to this legislator Gov. Wendell
H. Ford writes: "Thank you for your recent letter in
the interest of Outwood State Hospital and School.
In my discussions with the Department for Human
Resources, I reviewed a copy of Dr. Dale Farabee's
October 9 letter to "ou in which he accurately
reflected the patient-care problems and concerns we
have regarding Outwood.
"The future of this facility is only under study at
the present time, and I am of course concerned with
the possible economic ramifications such action
would have on Dawson Springs. This, and the welfare
of the residents, will be significant in any decisions

Driving through the country
to get to Mexico City we went
through miles and miles of
miles and miles. Desert and
cactus. Big huge palm cactus,
Marguey cactus from which
they make tequila and rope,
saw two Sequaro cactus (most
of these are around
where
Barry Goldwater lives), and
several different other kinds of
cactus.
Mexico has more rocks per
capita than any place we've
been and for some unknown
reason most appear to be round.
They have some spectacular
rocks. We noted that rock
fences were everywhere, no
mortar, just rocks. The
Mexicans are expert at building
rock fences.
A coyote cross the highway
just in front of us and passed
quickly into the desert looking
for dinner. Buzzards circled
overhead.
People lived out in the middle
of this desert, small abode
huts surrounded by towering
cactus. What did they eat?
Where did they get their water?
No TV, no newspapers or radio.
A few goats, a burro or two and
plenty of kids.

The Meideao government has
small trucks which ply these
highways to give help to tourists
who have car trouble. Made us
feel good to know they were
there even though we never
needed them. Their labor is free
and they charge cost for any
parts, gas or oil. Mexico feels
the great value of the tourist
trade which apparently is one of
their larger industries. The
nation seems geared for the
tourist traffic.

By Sen. Carroll Hubbard

Results To Be Closely Surveyed

By James C. Wiiiiams

What a difference in our
standard of living and ow daily
requirements. This desert
stretch between all the larger
cities, a drive of from fourth
six hours.
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CHECKS ARE BEING CASHED
and

Happy 1973 Christmas Club Savers
Are picking up their Extra Bonus from the

BANK f MURRAY

Most people seemed honest
with the exception of some of
the gas station people. You had
to make sure they ran the pump
back to zero before they put in
your gas or you would pay not
only for your gas but for the
'customer just before you as
'well.

Funny, Funny World

CRIME

Portsmouth, England—Meet Brian Oliver,
the least
worried theft victim in England. Thieves stole
10 homing
pigeons from Oliver's loft. He was waiting
for them to fly
home a day later. "It's like trying to throw
away a
boomerang," said a policeman. (Portsmouth
Evening
By Carl Ribiet Jr.
-News)
It is good for us that most of
to • A people's court sentenced four women to prison terms
Of tan and three years for running a vodka
earn money and are crazy for women. It
proves that
bootlegging
operation. The newspaper Evening Moscow said
civilization makes pleasures of our necessi
two of the
ties.
women smuggled the vodka out of a distilli
ng plant in
"Civilization and profits
children's balloons and rubber gloves and
that it was
go hand in hand."
bottled for illegal sale in the basement of a
grocery store.
—Calvin Coolidge
Guards at Beirut's women's prison noticed
that
fought at night to get close to a prisoner named inmates
Victoria,
local newspapers reported. A medical
examination and
investigation revealed Victoria was a man,
dressed as a
woman and carrying a female's
Identity card when
But seek ye first the kingd
om of God, and his arrested for a misdemeanor. He was moved to the men's
righteousness; and all these
things shall be added prison to face unspecified new charges. (Daily Star,
Lebanon)
unto you.—Matthew 6:33.
A bandit who pulled a gun on grocery clerk
A happy successful life is
Monita Roy
one that puts God and in Dallas asked for her
money—then for her name, adHis will in first place.
dress and a date. Miss Roy,25, "humbly
declined" and the
robber kept the $45.
Bombay, India—An accused gambler claime
d a
pocket took his money in the courtroom just before pickhis bail
hearing. The judge gave him the benefit of the
doubt and
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, Inc.,
freed him without ball. (Free Press Bulletin,
103 N. 4th St.,
Bombay)
Merray, Kentucky 42071, Phone 753 1916
When rooming house operator Mrs. M.E.
Fairall let a
Walter L Apperson, President and Publishe
roomer's wife wait for him in his room, she
r
saw nothing
Gene McCutcheon. News Editor end
wrong in it. However, when roomer Arnold A.
Production Manager
Tietmar, 36,
,We reserve the right to reject any Advertising.
Letters to the Editor, of 33 E. Sycamore St. returned home at 9:30
or Public Voice Heins which, in our opinion,
p.m. Wedare not for the best in.
nesday the wife wasn't there. Neither were
Tietrna
r's $119
Netted/1i R.presqntaflv,s W.liOC WitMee
tyoweiter 'rots htii110 nuttrlig4, Cdrutribtia
Memphis, Tn.; TIM,I. Life Bldg., Now York, CO., 1509 Madison Ave.,
N.Y.;
Police
Stephens
Tietrri
on
said
Bldg.,
ar
is
not
married. (Columbus Dispat
Detroit, Mich.
ch)
Subscription Rates: in areas serviced by
Everett. Wash. — An Everett district Justice court
carriers, $2 per month,
judge
payable in advance. By mail elsewhere in Callowa
has
given a youth the chance to buy off a fine at the
y and adjoining
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and I assure you I will accord your concern every
attention when the final proposal is considered."
*5*
The general closed season for all wildlife hunting in
Kentucky is from last Thursday through Nov. 14.
Exceptions are the statewide goose season which will
run from Nov. 12 through Jan. 20. and gun deer
season which ends this Wednesday.
*5*
Gov. Ford recently announced the creation of a
new state agency to suggest allocations of state fuel
reserves. The office, a branch of the Kentucky Energy
Council, is a result of a federal program which will
equally distribute petroleum derivatives among
wholesale dealers and provide for a state reserve of
fuel to prevent exceptional hardships. Although the
,federal office will make the final reassignment
decisions, the state agency will recommend priorities.
Director of the new office is John Stapleton, director
of research and planning in the Kentucky Department
of Commerce.
5**
Judge John Palmore, chief justice of the Kentucky
Court of Appeals, has called for creation of an
intermediate court between the circuit courts and the
Court of Appeals. The creation of this new court
would require amending the state's Constitution and
Judge Palmore plans to ask the 1974 General
Assembly to initiate such action. If the legislature
approves such a measure next session (which begins
Jan. 8) the people would have to approve it by
referendum in Nov., 1975.
In the first six months this year the high court
wrote 416 opinions but at present 1,010 cases are
pending on the appellate court's docket. Some cues
now being appealed would normally not be decided
for about two years from the time the appeal is filed.
There are 53 circuit court districts. Judge Palmore
says, "Appeals from circuit courts have created a
mammoth jam that the 11 judges and commissioners
deciding these cases cannot eliminate." The chief
justice added, "Our court continues to write more
opinions than any other comparable state court of
last resort but there is no real way we can give quality
consideration to the rising tide of new appeals or
reverse the trend in appellate backlog."
*5 *
The Kentucky Turnpike, which will become a part
of the federal highway system in 1975, will undergo
extensive resurfacing and repairs to eliminate hazards.
Safety improvements on the road include the
elimination of blunt guardrail ends and installation of
less hazardous sign and utility poles. J. T. Anderson,
assistant state highway engineer for pre-construction,
said the initial phase of the repair program will be
completed by 1975 and could cost up to $16 million
in Turnpike Authority Funds.
5*
The greatest recent increase of state funds
being
deposited at only 4 per cent interest have
gone to
Central Bank & Trust Co. of Lexington
and State
National Bank of Frankfort.
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BURBANK, Calif.(AP) — In
1923, two brothers started a
movie cartoon business in a
Los Angeles garage with capital of 6200 borrowed from an
uncle.
Fifty years later, the Disney
empire reaches every country
Of the world with its family en', •Ilittakeisent, doing a business
volume in 1972 of $329 million
with $40 million profit. The 1973
figure will be bigger.
Walt Disney died in 1966, and
his brother Roy guided the
company until his death in 1971.
They established the guidelines
for their successors to follow:
employ creative imagination;
keep faith with the public; offer
entertainment for the entire
family.
The rest of the film world has
always scratched its head over
the Disney operation. The Burbank factory that Mickey
Mouse built has seemed incredibly square and naive. Yet Disney over the past decade has
proved the most successful (Urn
company and has extended it:
scope far beyond movie the.
eters. They must be doing
something right.
"Things have never been better," anndunces E. Cardon
Walker, president of Walt Disney Productions. "We've had a
record high in films, and we've
set new highs at Walt Disney
World and Disneyland. Every
division in the company is up."
The company's current prosperity would have pleased the
brothers Disney, who spent
most of their careers in hock to
the Bank of America. Theirs
was a pioneering business, with
Walt pushing to new creative
challenges while Roy scurried
to borrow money for his younger brother's dreams.
Not until they opened Disneyland in 1954 did the brothers
finally achieve smooth financial
sailing. Walt didn't live to see
the completion of his other
great dream, the $400 million
Walt Disney World in Florida,
which opened in 1971.
Card Walker, the tall, athletic400king UCLA graduate who
rose through the ranks to head
of the Disney empire, said the
firm will continue to assess its
goals. Under serious consideration is a venture into a recreation resort.
Miring Walt's lifetime, the
company planned a mountain
resort at Mineral King in central California, but the project
has long been stalled by lawsuits brought by environmentalists.
Despite repeated offers,
Walker believes there will never be another Disneyland or
Walt Disney World in the
United States. But he did not
rule out foreign countries.
"Almost every other day we
get proposals to build an
amusement park abroad," said
the executive. "We've had offers of money and land from almost every big country, though
not Russia or Yugoslavia. It's
something we might consider in
the future, but we're too busy
to undertake it now."
The base of the Disney operation has always been movies,
from the very beginning when
Walt himself was drawing his
new "Alice in Cartoonland"
series. In the corning year, Disney will release $72 million
worth of new films, beginning
at Christmas with the first cartoon feature in three years,
''Robin Hood."
Other features include: "Superciad," with Bob Crane and
Barbara Rush; ''Herbie Rides
Again," sequel to "The Love
Bug" with Helen Hayes and
Ken Berry; "The Bears and I,"
an outdoor adventure with Pat
Wayne; "The Island at the Top
of the World," an adventure
spectacle with the highest
budget in the studio's history.
Scheduled for re-release are
the cartoon "Alice in Wonderland" and "Lt. Robin Crusoe,
The re-releases are a large
part of the Disney success.
Walt fashioned most of the features so they wouldn't age,
hence they can be brought back
to each new generation of moviegoers.
"It's amazing," Walker remarked delightedly. "Whenever
our classics go out in release
again, they always do better
than before. 'Fantasia' did $30,000 in one week in Los Angeles
— unheard of! It did $12,000 on
Siturday night, $6,000. sate 0
o'clock. That shows that young
people are discovering it, not
just children."
When Walt Disney died, there
was concern in the film trade
that his company would not
have the creative impetus that
he had provided for 43 years.

Walker remarked that Walt's
successors could never solve
the absence of Walt, but he
added:
"We have been fortunate to
have in the organization those
who worked closely with Walt
over the years. Our problem is
adding to those with new talent,
and I think were making goad
strides in that direction.

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR WEDNESDAY,NOVEMBER 7, 1973
Look in the section in which TAURUS
your birthday comes and find (Apr. 21 to May 21) dk(ii?
what your outlook is, according
Better than usual advantages,
to the stars.
but more than usual effort
required also. Some past investment of money or time
begins to pay off: invest more
for the future.
GEMINI
(May 22 to Jim. 21)
Planetary
influences

somewhat mixed. However,
well-devised plans and moves at
the right times and places will
keep you in the lead for gains.
Try a master stroke.
CANCER
1June 72 to July 23)
This day needs enthusiasm —
backed up with thorough
knowledge of what you're
about. Reckon with other's skill,
experience. Competiton may be
strong.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Excellent solar influences
promise a lively day, so GET
BUSY! You are not normally
one to fall down on the job, but
there's a tendency to procrastinate now.

11J9DAY--NOVE3KBER 6, 1973
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
You may have disagreeable
dispositions to deal with, or
complex situations. But your
optimism and know-how will
turn things to advantage.
I1BRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Dissidents or others not
having ypur best interests at
heart m try to dissuade you
from following well-laid plans
or carefully made decisions.
Pay no heed.
scoRpio
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nVer•
Throw your. weight where it
can do the most good. Aim for a
swift completion of outstanding
matters. Confer with experts.

Ari

Don't wait until you hit a snag.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Jupiter, highly propitious,
encourages a multitude of
activities and
interests.
Especially favored: business
negotiations, financial transactions, legal matters.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) ld
Stellar influences indicate a
wider scope of interests,
possibly greater activity. Don't
go to extremes, however,
Respond only to offers which
are truly meaningful.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
To be avoided: Irrational
moves, hasty conclusions,

)k,W

k.•

Every serving
that you pour
costs a nickel...
nota penny more.
Pepsi-Cola taste. Pepsi-Cola quality.
At a price you tho3hTwetoutwith the bigband sound.The reason for the value is
simple. First, you're buying in quantity. Eight
16-ounce returnable bottles—an actual
gallon of Pepsi. Enough so that you don't
have to worry about running out when the
gang runs in. Second, you're not buying the
bottles. You merely reave a deposit. A
deposit that's refunded when you return the
bottles-.And returning the bottles helps keep
our country clean. So get Pepsi-Cola in the
16-ounce Value-Pak—and get a serving of
at least five ounces for only a nickel.
At participating stores.
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ONE
PINT

misjudgments
through
carelessness or prejudice. This
won't be difficult if you stress
your usual foresight
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You may have to make some
small concessions now, but this
would be better than losing out
altogether Some small benefits
indicated
YOU BORN TODAY have a
dynamic personality and are
highly emotional, but approach
life's situations from an intellectual angle. You are a born
investigator and could make an
outstanding success in scientific
reIearc
CCCCC til,AINUangt Q PeesiCe. i•c.

ONE
PINT
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Tilghman Holds Commanding
Lead In Final Kentucky Poll
By BOB COOPER .
Associated Press Sports Writer
Louisville Bishop David and
Paducah Tilgtunan Commandingly were No. 1 in their
dames, but there was a double
tie in Class A in the final Associated Press Kentucky High
School football poll today.
Glasgow and Paris, both di
in the running for the state
Class A championship, tied for
first place with 50 points
apiece, while Frankfort and
Louisa were tied for the No. 3
sPot.
Lynch, also still in business
looking for a state crown,
moved up from eighth to fifth
to round out the Class A top
five while Richmond Madison
slipped from fifth to sixth.
Atherton's victory over St.
Xavier made the only entranceexit change in Jefferson County's AAA rankings, with Atherton taking over the No. 4 spot.
Only a shuffle took place in
Class AA, where Tilghman and
Lexington Bryan Station remained 1-2, Dixie Heights rose
train fifth to third, Boyd County

Sports In
Brief
LOS ANGELES — The Los
Angeles Sharks obtained goalie
Ian Wilkie from the Edmonton
Oilers for cash in a World
Hockey Association transaction.
FOOTBALL
SAN DIEGO — Harland
Svare resigned as head coach
of the San Diego Chargers and
assistant coach Ron Waller was
named as interim coach for the
National Football League team.
DETROIT — Detroit Lion
quarterback Greg Landry will
be out for the rest of the National Football League season
due to a knee injury originally
thought to be only a minor ailment.
TENNIS
STOCKHOLM — Jeff Borowiak of Berkeley, Calif., gained
the third round of the Stockholm Open Tennis Tournament
I y Web*England's Mark Cox
114, 74, 7-5.
SYDNEY, Australia — Topseeded John Newcombe eliminated fellow Australian John
;Alexander 6-3, 4-6, 6-4 in firstsingles play in a 950,000
tennis tournament.
GENERAL
VERMILLION, S.D. — Carl
"Rube" Hoy, longtime basjtetball coach and athletic di"ector at the University of
;gouth Dakota. died at the age
Id 80.

stayed fourth and Madisonville
dropped from third to fifth.
In the season's final balloting, Tilghman for the third
straight week drew all dozen
votes for first place for a perfect score on ths basis of five
points for a *se piece vote,
four for secont111111 so on.
Strin &stiller-mortis only
otImr Class AA Isem to be even
modkined on al 12 ballots, but
one of those votes was for fifth,
one for fourth and four for
third.
Still, the defenders amassed
39 points, two better than last
week and the closest anyone
has come to unbeaten and untied Tilghman in the past three
weeks.
Madisonville's slip to fifth
place came after the Maroons
nipped Daviess County 74 and
a couple of weeks after 'Tilghman put down the Maroons 3314.
Dixie Heights, meantime,
crushed Conner 38-0 for the district title. The Colonels are undefeated with 292 points to 59
for all opponents.
Boyd County's only flaw of
the campaign was an early season tie with Huntington (W.
Va.) East as the Lions rolled
over 10 other foes, clipping
Ashland 14-13 last weekend.
The Glasgow Scotties rebounded from an early loss to
Bowling Green, pounding the
next nine opponents to the tune
of 388-82 as a cumulative
score—and that doesn't include
the 48-0 season opener over
Metcalfe County.
Paris, meantime, has scored
320 points to 101 for the opponents in winning all 11 of the
Greyhounds' games, including
last weekend's 28-0 thumping of
Bourbon County.
Except for having to forfeit
Its first two games of the season—which were victories over
Dayton 204 and Bardstown 280—Frankfort had only one loss,
a one-pointer to Paris.
Louisa's only setback of the
season was by a touchdown to
Paintsville, while the Bulldogs
thrashed nine other foes.

Es.

CHICAGO (AP) — Hank AsTon, the Atlanta Braves' slugAer who is within two home
:runs of breaking Babe Ruth's
.all-time major league record of
'714, will head the list of baselien celebrities to be honored at
:the 34th annual Diamond Din;ner Jan. 12.
Aaron will receive the Chi:Cago Baseball Writers' Headline Award which has been rejiamed the "Warren Brown
headline Award" in honor of
Kie retired sports columnist
iltrid long-time baseball writer.
: Aaron, 39, hit 40 home runs
last season and is expected to
freak Ruth's record in the
opening days of the 1974 seaeon
%. Ray Eliot, former Illinois
Ootball player, last February
*as named honorary associate
• hletic director at Illinois.
• Cincinnati safety Steve Wuner says football is played like
'taw game of life, adding "When
ou get knocked down, you
,'Nave to pick yourself up and
•3teep on fighting."
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Others: St. Xavier 15; Seneca
3; Butler 1.
CLASS AA
60
1. Tilghman (12)
39
2. Bryan Station
22
3. Dixie Heights
19
4. Boyd County
17
5. Madisonville
Others: Lafayette 11; Somerset 9; Union County 2; Campbell County 1.
Class A
50
1. Glasgow ( 6)
50
1. Paris (5)
19
3. Frankfort
19
3. Louisa
14
5. Lynch ( 1)
Others: Richmond Madison
7; Todd Central 6; Elkhorn City
5; Anderson County 4; Bardstown 3; Beechwood 2; Trigg
County 1.
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TPD Tourney Is Announced
ATLANTA(AP)— A Tournament Players Division Championship tournament has been
announced by the Professional
Golf Association as a challenge
series aimed at becoming a
world series for golf.
The initial-tournament will be
held at the Atlanta Country
Club during Labor Day weekend and wiji feature 144 players
competing' for a purse of
M50,000.
The field will be composed of
all tournament winners for 1974
with the remainder determined
by a point system.
Pope Mclntre, president of
the Atlanta Golf Classic Foun-

dation, made the announcement
of the tournament with TPD
Commissioner Joe Dye.
Mclntre said the 1974 tournament will replace the Atlanta
Classic but the classic will be
resumed in May or June of
1975.
•'The tournament vrW be
moved around each year," he
said. "It is hoped that this Labor Day weekend tournament
will be the climax, sort of a
world series, of a golf season."
Mclntre added that he hoped
the tournament would give the
United States another major
event similar to the Masters,
U.S. Open and PGA tournaments.

Steelers Hold Off Late Charge
By Washington For 21-16 Win

By D. BYRON YAKE
Associated Press Sports Writer
PITTSBURGH (AP) — The
Pittsbiirgh Steelers, licking
quarterback adversity with big
offensive plays, a stubborn defense and a little good fortune,
have widened their lead in the
American Football Conference
Central Division.
Down to back-up quarterbacks Terry Hanratty and Joe
Gilliam because of Terry Bradshow's separated shoulder, the
Steelers held off a late charge
to defeat the Washington Redskins 21-16 Monday night in a
nationally televised National
Football League game.
"We've got somebody up
there taking care of us,"
quipped Steeler tackle Joe
Greene, who recovered one
Redskins' fumble and fell on
two others by the Steelers.
Hanratty lasted only a half
before aggravating a rib injury,
but he staked the Steelers to a
14-6 lead on touchdown passes
to Preston Pearson and Ron
Shanklin.
When the ailing Hanratty left
The final AP Kentucky high
-school football pole for 1873, the game early in the third
with first place votes in parent- quarter, the lead was in the
heses and point totals on the hands of Gilliam, a second-year
basis of five for a first place man who was on the Steelers'
taxi squad last week.
vote, four for second, etc.:
Steeler Coach Chick Noll said
CLASS AAA
59 Gilliam threw some good
1. Bishop David (11)
49 passes, some bad ones and
2. Trinity (1)
20 some when he shouldn't have.
3. 'Thomas Jefferson
17 -We wanted to move on the
4. Atherton
16 ground once we got the lead,"
5. Central

'Pm" To Head List

•••
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Noll said, "but Joe's talent lies
in his ability to throw the football.
Gilliam fired a 46-yard touchdown pass to wide receiver
Barry Pearson six minutes into
the fourth quarter to give the
Steelers a 21-9 lead. But on the
next series, Gilliam passed on
second-and-12 at the Steeler 22
— a time when Noll felt he
should have stayed on the
ground — and Brig Owens
made his second interception of
the night.
Six plays later, Billy Kilmer
hit Larry Brown with a 17-yard
touchdown pass to trirn the
Pittsburgh lead to 21-18.

*Defense and the big plays
on offense," Noll said in
analyzing the victory.
The loss dropped the Redskins, 5-3, into a tie with Dallas
for first place in the National
Conference Eastern Division.
The Steelers, now 7-1, hold a
21-z-game lead over Cleveland
In the AFC Central.

Washington got the ball with
five minutes remaining, and a
pass interference call against
safety Glen Edwards gave the
Redskins a first down on the
Steeler 17,
Kilmer then tossed a pass to
Brown, who was hit hard by
safety Mike Wagner. The ball
popped out of Brown's hands,
and into the arms of Edwards.

Waller Named To Replace
Svare As San Diego Coach
By BOB EGELKO
Associated Press Sports Writer
SAN DIEGO (AP) - The
short, unhappy reign of Harland Svare is over.
The husky, former linebacker
resigned as coach of the San
Diego Chargers Monday and resurned the general manager's
job he held before taking over
coaching duties from Sid Gillman with four games to play
in 1971.
Ron Waller, a former Los Angeles Rams' running star who
has been the Chargers' special
teams coach since 1872, was
named coach by owner Eugene
V. Klein for the rest of the National Football League season.
Klein said he'd name a new
coach next year.
Svare, 43, the target of
heated abuse by the home fans
all season, appeared relieved
as he made the announcement
at a sportswriters' luncheon.
"'Me losses have been very
hard on me, hard on my pride
and my dignity," he said. "I
haven't shown my emotions.
I've kept it inside.
"It was my decision. I think
I'll find my general manager's
chair very comfortable. At
least now I won't have to explain why we turned the ball
over."
The Chargers were beaten
190 by the Kansas City Chiefs
Sunday, their third shutout loss
this season. They are 14.1 this

EKU, WKU
Players
Honored
N A.SHVILI , Tenn t AP I Eastern Kentucky's Jeff
McCarthy and Mike McCoy of
Western were named Ohio Valley Conference players of the
week Monday for their performance in weekend football
games.
McCarthy, a 6-foot-6,
pound quarterback, was named
offensive player of the week
after throwing 14 complete
passes in 18 tries for 317 yards
and two touchdowns. His passing broke an Eastern Kentucky
record.
McCoy, a 5-foot-11, 180-pound
defensive back, took top defensive honors as he made eight
tackles, made two interceptions, broke up another pass
play and forced a fumble.
Western defeated Middle Tennessee 42-8 while Eastern ran
over Tennessee Tech 30-14.
Westerns Hilltoppers lead the
OVC in offense with 389.4 yards
per game. Murray State follows
with 352.8, then East Tennessee
with 351.4 and Morehead at

could possibly choose to stay in
its state and play in the preChristmas Liberty Bowl game.
Another Southern power of
1973, Tulane, probably saw its
hopes of a Gator Bowl invitation fade when Sonny Collins sparked Kentucky to a resounding 34-7 victory over the
previously unbeaten Greenies.
In the only other SEC game,
Florida ended years of bitter
frustration when it registered
Its first victory ever at Auburn,
a 12-8 conquest of the War
Walgles.
In games involving area indeTech
pendents, Georgia
flimmed Duke 12-10, Houston
whipped winless Florida State
34-3, Memphis State smacked
Virginia Tech 49-18 and Southern Mississippi beat Weber
State 73-7. West Virginia upset
Miami of Florida 20-14 Friday
night.
As far as the SEC race is
concerned, Alabama and LSU
have only two conference
remaining—their
games
Thanksgiving showdown, Alabama's traditional season-ending dogfight with Auburn and
LSU's game with Mississippi
State in two weeks.

• 17/32" Tread Depth
• 4 Ply Polyester Cord

• 78 Series Design
• .85 inch White Sidewall

Richard To Be Honored
MONTREAL ( AP) — Center
Henri Richard, currently playing in his 19th season with the
Montreal Canadiens, will be
honored with a special night
Jan. 26, the National Hockey
League club announced Monday.
A ceremony also will be held
Nov. 28 to honor left wing
Frank Mahovlich, who scored
his 500th NHL goal late last
season, the Carusdiens said.
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Excess water in the body can
be uncomfortable. E-1114 will
help you lose excess water
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Vaughn Leaves OR Squad

TULSA, Okla. AP) -- Oral
Roberts University has dropped
David Vaughn, 7-foot center
who had been counted on to
lead the Titans' basketball
team this season.
Vaughn, who has missed numerous practice sessions this
fall, was given his release Monday from his scholarship and
PPPOVII WitbdrAlarint-- him from
defensèas
Western leads'in
school.
well, yielding only 217.1 yards.
Vaughn, of Nashville, Tenn:,
per game to its foes
averaged 19.2 points last year
Western leads the league fol- as a sophomore He has delowed by Morehead, Eastern, clined to comment on the situEast Tennessee, Middle Ten- ation. School officials said the
nessee, Tennessee Tech and trouble related to personal
Austin Peay
problems.

Waller said he took the job
•'strictly on an interim basis."
He said he planned a more
freewheeling attack, and would
deactivate the injured Unitas in
favor of third-year quarterback
Wayne Clark, who is to compete with rookie Dan Fouts for
the starting job.

year after a 4-9-1 record and
their only last-place finish in
1972.
The fans hung "Sack Svare"
banners from the railings,
booed a hurried mention of
"the Charger coaching staff" at
the pregame introductions, and
watched as a group pelted
Svare with wads of paper as he
strode off the field, head high,
at the end of the game.
Klein, who refused to give
Svare a vote of confidence two
weeks ago, praised him as "a
remarkable judge of talent,"
but added, "He wasn't getting
it ( winning) done."
Svare, linebacker on three
conference champion New York
Giant teams in the 1950s,
coached the Los Angeles Rams
from 1962 to 1965, spent a year
as a stockbroker, then became
an assistant coach with several
clubs before pining the Chargers as general manager in 1971.
Waller, who played for the
Rams from 1955 to 1958, became the first player ever
drafted by the Chargers after
turning down an offer to buy
the new franchise in 1960. Rut
his comeback attempt was
thwarted by a knee injury.
After several years he wound
up coaching in the Continental
League and won three straight
championships before joining
the Chargers as assistant in
charge of kick and kick-return
teams.

to' RFD TRACTION

Edwards fumbled when he
was hit on the same play, but
Greene came up with the ball
on the Steeler seven, and Pittsburgh ran out the clock for its
13th straight regular wawa
win at home.
"I thought we were going to
pull it out," said Redskin Coach
George Allen, his voice cracking. "Larry had the ball in one
hand, but was intercepted."

went with that play," said a
bowl official, "the difference
between a major and a minor."
Tennessee now apparently is
In line for a Gator Bowl bid or

Fi

Ready or Not, Winter's
On The Way!!

Alabama and LSU To Meet
For SEC Crown Thanksgiving
By El) SHEARER
Associated Press Sports Writer
Second-ranked Alabama or
No. 7 Louisiana State will win
the 1973 Southeastern Conference football championship.
The other eight teams have
been eliminated.
The mighty Crimson Tide, on
the verge of accepting a bowl
bid opposite Notre Dame, and
LSU, headed for a bowl date
with Penn State, will likely
settle the title chase Thanksgiving evening when they collide
in Baton Rouge before a national television audience.
Alabama rolled to its eighth
straight victory and its sixth in
the SEC Saturday night by
whipping Mississippi State 35-0
in the second half of a doubleheader at Jackson.
LSU turned in its finest effort
of the year in the afternoon
game, smashing old rival Mississippi 51-14 with a devastating, balanced attack.
The bowl pairings for the two
unbeaten powers is almost certain. The only question is where
the games will be played. Alabama seems to be leaning toward a Sugar Bowl game in
New Orleans, but would gladly
go to the Orange Bowl to test
the undefeated Fighting Irish.
The Penn State-LSU battle will
be fought at the site bypassed
by Alabama and Notre Dame.
The SEC was in position to
have teams in three major
bowls until Tennessee fell to
Georgia 35-31 after gambling
and failing on a fourth and two
at its 28 in the final three minutes, ajlowing Georgia to drive
to it, innotne tenchdowa- The
Vols were considered a virtual
cinch for the Cotton Bowl until
then.
Tennessee used a fake punt,
snapping the ball to the short
man who wits stacked up for a
two-yard loss on the play.
"Think of the money that
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EWING TIRE SERVICE
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Five Tigers Named To
All-Conference Team

the job
n basis."
a ITIOre
nd would
Unitas in
irterback
to cornFouts for

from players in both Class A
and AA ranks was not named.
Haley, whose Tilghman squad
ripped through 10 regular.
season opponents and will face
Madisonville in the first round
of the state playoffs here this
Dan Haley, head coach on
Friday,landed almost a third of
Tilghman's district champion
the positions on the 25-man
Tornado, earned "coach of the
Class AA squad. Five made the
year" honors in the Class AA
offensive unit and three were
ranks while Joe Jaggers, head
named to the defensive team.
coach at Trigg County, claimed
Senior quarterback Kevin
similar honors among Class A
coaches. The two barely edged Paschall shared the quarFred Clayton of Christian terback position with FranklinCounty and Jack Haskins of Simpson's Billy Brizendine.
Heath in the respective polls. But, Tilghman's leading rusher
In all, there were 53 players, and scorer, junior tailback,
named to the two teams-34 Willie Wilson, was a clear-cut
seniors, 18 juniors,and one winner at half back along with
sophomore. But, for the first senior end Randy Treece,
Named to the offensive team time in several years, an senior guard Bob Blackmon and
for Murray High were Larry overall ViKC team selected junior tackle Steve Keiler.
Tornado players on the
defensive squad were junior end
Kevin
Chatellier, senior
linebacker Richard Brantner
and senior back Eddie McCLASS A
Farland.
Coach of the year: Joe Jaggers, Trigg County
Offensive Team
Franklin-Simpson (7-4) and
Ht. Wt. Yr.
Player & School
Pos.
Christian County (7-2-11 each
Jr
6-3
185
Russellville
Todd,
Phil
End
placed four men on the squad,
6-1 170 Sr
Sonny Thomas, Trigg County
End
County (4-7) and
Caldwell
Sr
185
5-10
Charlie Gore, Ft. Campbell
Tackle
Hopkinsville (7-4) followed with
5-10 190 Sr
Larry Lovett, Murray
Tackle
three each and Lone Oak, North
5-11 175 Sr
Bruce Yuhas, Ft. Campbell
Guard
Sr
6-0
205
Marshall and Mayfield claimed
Heath
Webb,
Champ
Guard
6-0 175 Sr
one slot. There were 18 seniors
Terry Parrish, Russellville
Center
6-0 170 Sr
and seven juniors named to the
Jimmy Mathis, Trigg County
Q-back
6-0 180 Sr
Class AA squad.
Tony Thompson, Murray
F-Back
5-10 170 Jr
Mike Taylor, Crittenden
H-back
5-10 160 Jr
Russellville, which finished 5Danny Fischer, Reidland
H-back
6-3 180 Jr
5 for the season, landed six
Scott Curtis, Fulton
Kicker
Defensive Team
players on the Class A squad
Ht. Wt. Yr.
Player & School
that numbered 28 players
POOL
5-11 180 Sr
Kenny Hancock, Russellville
N-Guard
because of ties. Murray High(46-4 238 Jr
Steve Porter, Murray
Tackle
ranked second with five,
5-1),
6-0 230 Sr
Dave Sadler, Trigg county
Tackle
County (7-3) and Fort
Triggs
6-1 190 Sr
Mike Wilson, Russellville
End
Campbell (5-4) each claimed
(tie between two)
End
four places, Reidland had three,
6-2 170 JrMike Rose, Ft. Campbell
Crittenden County and Webster
Jr
165
6-0
Randy McGehee, Reidland
County two each, and Fulton
6-3 185 Sr
Alan Womble, Reidland
Inside-LB
Heath one each. The squad
and
three)
between
(tie
Inside-LB
16 seniors, 11 juniors
Sr
numbered
195
5-10
Campbell
Ft.
Dave Hampton,
and one sophomore.
6-0 180 Jr
Frank Blick, Russellville
5-11 180 Jr
Ken Knight, Webster County
5-9 165 Sr
Outside-Lb Steve Tramel, Crittenden
5-9 160 Jr
Murray
Shelton,
Dcug
Outside-Lb
5-8 150 Jr
Murray
McCuiston,
Dale
Back
(tie between three)
Back
5-7 140 Sr
Kelly Russell, Russellville
6-1 165 So
Ricky Radford, Trigg County
5-9 135 Sr
Ron Pride, Webster County

CADIZ, Ky.-Unbeaten
and
Tilghman
Paducah
Russellville dominated voting
among area football coaches in
the 1973 All-West Kentucky
Conference selections here
Sunday !afternoon. Tilghman
placed eight players on the
while
team
AA
Class
Russellville topped all schools
in the Class A voting with six
players.
The All-WKC teams were
selected in a meeting I coaches
at Lake Barkley Resort State
Park.
Murray High School placed
five men on the All-WKC, Class
A team, two on the offensive
team and three on the defensive
team.

mused

- Center
ntly playwith the
will be
:ial night
1 Hockey
Leci Mon-

11 be held
eft wing
io scored
late last
; said.

Lovett, a tackle and Tony
Thompson, fullback. Murray
High selections on the defensive
team were tackle Steve Porter,
linebacker Doug Shelton and
defensive back Dale McCuiston.

All-WKC Team

xly can
lMwifl
water
t
nand it.

or

CLASS AA
Coach of the year: Dan Haley, Paducah Tilghman
Offensive Team
Ht. Wt. Yr.
Player & School
Pos.
5-11 175 Sr
Carl Rigsby, F-Simpson
End
193 Sr
6-0
Tilghman
Treece,
Randy
End
190 Sr
6-0
Caldwell
Franklin,
Bobby
Tackle
6-2 217 Jr
Steve Keller, Tilghman
Tackle
6-3 237 Sr
Bob Blackmon, Tilghman
Guard
5-10 175 Sr
Bertel Dixon, Caldwell
Guard
6-0 210 Sr
John DeAngelis, Hopkinsville
Center
(tie between two)
Q-back
6-0 168 Sr
Kevin Paschall, Tilghman
5-11 190 Sr
Billy Brizendine, F-Simpson
6-4 195 Jr
Lester Boyd, F-Simpson
F-Back
5-11 165 Sr
Tony West, Christian County
H-back
5-8 160 Jr
Tilghman
Wilson,
Willie
H-back
175 Jr
6-0
Hopkinsville
Bostick,
David
Kicker
Defensive Team
Player & School
P.
6-1 167 Sr
Steve Johnson, Christian County
End
two)
between
(tie
End
6-2 170 Jr
Kevin Chatellier, Tilghman
6-2 170 Jr
Oak
Lone
Hearrell,
Gary
6-0 225 Sr
Lambert Burse, Hopkinsville
Tackle
6-1 195 Sr
Larry Young, F-Simpson
Tackle
6-4 255 Sr
Jim Golay, Caldwell County
Guard
179 Sr.
5-11
Marshall
North
Shelton,
Mike
L-backer
190 Sr
5-9
Tilghman
Brantner,
Richard
L-backer
5-9 185 Sr
Boyce Hancock, Christian
L-backer
6-2 178 Sr
Ed McFarland, Tilghman
H-bark
6-2 180 Jr
Trey Hawkins, Mayfield
H-back
5-9 155 Sr
Christian
Meredith,
Carl
Safety

Bernie Parent Back In
NHL Driving 'Em Crazy
PHILADELPHIA (API Goalie Bernie Parent, after
spending a year in the new
World Hockey Association, is
back in the National Hockey
League and driving the opposition crazy.
The 28-year-old Montreal native has already tied a Philadelphia Flyers team record
with five shutouts, and through
12 games he has allowed an average of only 1.25 goals a
game.
Although pleased about Parent's performance, Flyers'
Coach Fred Shero is beginning
to worry that his team may be
depending too much on Parent.
"I don't want them thinking
defensively," said Shero, whose
young Flyers are 71-72-25 under
his tutelage and lead the NHL
West. "When I came here they
were thinking too defensively.
We are over that era."
"At first, I was really surprised when I started scoring

Smith To Be On
Sideline Tonight
CLEVELAND (AP) - The
Los Angeles Lakers will be
without a large part of their defense - 7-foot Center Elmore
Smith - when they meet the
Cleveland Cavaliers in a National Basketball Association
game here tonight.
Smith, who leads the NBA le
blocked shots with 8.5 *
game, broke his cheekbone in a
game Sunday night and is expected to be replaced by veteran Mel Counts.
-There's still bleeding inside
and it's too sore for him to play
Tuesday," but he should be
ready Wednesday night against
Milwaukee, a Laker spokesman
said.

Aliens and Old Men
Turning 1973 Into I
'Year Of Kickers'

shutouts," said Parent, who
had four straight last season
with the Philadelphia Blazers
of the -WHA, "but nothing like
this."
His fifth shutout, 7-0 over
Pittsburgh Sunday night; tied
the club record set by Doug Faveil, the man sent to the Toronto Maple Leafs last spring
to re-acquire Pent.
The NHL shutout record is
72, set in a 44-game season by
Montreal's George Hainsworth
in 1928-29. "Hainsworth was before my time," said Shero.
"George who?" Parent asked.
The modern-day record of 15
belongs to Chicago's Tony Esposito.
Parent, who jumped from the
Blazers in a contractural dispute during the WHA playoffs
last season, says he is happy to
be back with the Flyers, and
playing near his home in Cherry Hill, N.J.

We want to talk to you about
Homeowners Insurance.

1,31,

ao

4

Ronnie
Ross

The passATLANTA I APi
ing arm of a freckle-faced
quarterback and the perserverance of a coach who refused to buckle under outside
pressure are two ingredients
that explain the dramatic turnaround of the Atlanta Falcons
as they race for National Football League playoff berth.
The Falcons, holders of a
four-game winning streak
whose victims are the Bears,
Chargers, 49ers and Rams, experienee the first glimmer of
their resurgence in Bob Lee.
Lee replaced veteran quarterback Dick Shiner and saw some
action in the Falcons' Oct. 7
loss to San Francisco. It was at
a time when critics and stadium sign painters were de-

NEW YORK (API - La- ,Ield-goal attempts and 499
narca, Cyprus. Opole, Poland. made. At the halfway mark.
Petronell, Austria. Budapest, this season there were 435 atHungary . Oslo. Norway. Bush- tempts and 279 made. Project
ey, England. Youngwood, Pa. that through the 14-week season
Roll call at the United Na- and there will be 870 attempts,
tions' Nope. Roll call in the about 4.7 tries per game, bareNational Football League. It is, ly Up from 1972's 4 4 per game
as some critics have said, the average.
There's a bit of bitterness
invasion of "aliens and old
men" who have turned 1972's from imports reacting to the
Year of the Runner into 1973's complaint that foreigners have
"taken over" an American
Year of the Kicker.
Of the 26 first-string extra- sport.
"Who's a foreigner?" says
point and field-goal specialists
in the league, 10 are imports: the outspoken Yepremian. "I'm
Miami's Garo Yepremian from an American citizen, I've
Lanarca, Green Bay's Chester served five years in the Army.
Marcol from Opole, Dallas' I resent this 'foreigner' busiToni Fritsch from Petronell, ness.
"Where did football come
the New York Giants' Pete
Gogolak from Budapest Kan- from? For that matter, where
sas City's Jan Stenerud from did baseball, the national pasForeigners'
Oslo, the New York Jets' Bobby time, come from?
Clemente
Howfield from Bushey, plus Where was Roberto
about Jesus Alou'
What
born'
of
Muhlmann
Horst
Cincinnati's
Or Bert
Dortmund, West Germany; Or Bert Campaneris?
Pittsburgh's Roy Gerela of Sar- Blyleven?"
Football, it turns out, is forrail, AIb., Canada; San Diego's
an Americanized version
eign,
Rairnund Wersching of Monrugby which, In
dsee, Austria; .and Atlanta's of Britain's
in similar
Nick Mike-Mayer of Bologna, turn, has its roots
to the ancient
back
going
sports
Italy.
Baseball'
But have the kickers taken Greeks and Romans.
of England's
derivative
a
It's
Hardly.
over'
the idea of hitLast year there were 817 rounders. But
ting a ball around with a stick
started 5,000 years ago as a religious rite in Egypt.
The late Roberto Clemente,
one of baseball's greatest stars,
was born in Puerto Rico. Alou
is from the Dominican Republic. Campaneris is Cuban.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Blyleven was born in The NethNFL
American Conference
erlands. Yepremian has made
East Division
his point well.
W L T Pct. PF PA
"Listen," he says with an air
7 1 0 825 201 94
Miami
5 3 0 625 134 17 of finality, "a kicker's a kicker
Buff.
2 6 0 250 24 174
N.Eng
he's born. And
Jets 2 6 0 250 116 170 no matter where
N.Y.
2 6 0 250 1441 215 anybody here who calls me a
Bait.
Central Division
foreigner is a foreigner himself
7 1 0 875 705 106
Pitt.
4 3 1 .563 129 139 - unless he's an American InCleve
4 4 0 .500 120 tie
CM
dian!"
1 7 0 125 135 27
Hous
Fritsch says he doesn't feel
West Division
5 2 1 688 174 118
any resentment - at least not
Oak
4 3 1 563 104 94
KC
From fans or critics. He's taken
3 3 2 500 218 183
Denver
188 101 706 some razzing, though, from
1 6 1
S Diego
National Conference
players on other teams. If that
East Division
has any effect, though, it's the
5 3 0 625 242 149
Dallas
5 3 0 625 178 104
posi4ve _Wick "Every_ time I
wash.
.0* 'Mt 7i1.3 • am on the fleiell'fiiy,11- tincthi*
A

4/ 210 E. Main

er 753-0489
Alt

3 4 1 138 177.214
Gnts 1 6 1 .1111 139 705 .
Ceafra/ Div i S10.1
HOCKEY
8 0 0 1 000 161 87
Minn
BOSTON - The Boston
Detroit
3 4 1 438 167 135
3 5 0 375 161 167
Chicago
Bruins of the National Hockey
3 5 0 375 89 144
G.Bay
League assigned center Derek
Division
West
the- Boston
6 20 750 20e 172 !Sanderson \ to
L.A.
5 3 0 .625 196 104
Atlanta
Braves, their, American Hockey
188
93
4
500
4
0
Or
New
League affiliate
SFran 3 5 0 375 158 168

St.L.
N.Y,

Alabama Narrows Gap
On Number One Buckeyes
By HERSCHEL NLSSENSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
Runner-up Alabama has narrowed the gap on No. 1-ranked
Ohio State in what seems to
have become - for the time
being, anyway - a two-team
chase for college football's national championship.
The Buckeyes of Ohio State
blanked Illinois 30-0 Saturday
and received 35 first-place
votes and 1,146 points from the
62 sports writers and broadcasters who participated in this
week's Associated Press poll.
Alabama also posted a shutout, 35-0 over Missiesippi State,
and earned 14 first-place ballots
and 1,096 points. Last week, the
difference was 1,148-1,062.
There was no change among
the next five teams, either Oklahoma, Michigan, Notre
Dame, Penn State and Louisiana State.
Oklahoma defeated Iowa
State 34-17 and polled seven No.

1 votes and 910 points. Michigan, a 49-13 winner over Indiana, received one top vote
and 888 points.
Notre Dame pulled down one
first-place vote - its first of
the season - and 746 points for
a 447 trouncing-of Navy while
the four remaining No. 1 ballots
and 714 points went to Penn
State, which beat Maryland 4222.
Louisiana State received 580
points for a 51-14 rout of Mississippi.
Previously unbeaten Arizona
State's 36-31 loss to Utah
dropped the Sun Devils from
eighth place to 14th, enabling
Southern California and UCLA
to move up. Southern Cal rose
from ninth to eighth by walloping California 50-14 while UCLA
climbed from 10th to ninth with
a 62-13 drubbing of Washington.
Missouri, which dropped out
of the Top Ten a week ago,
moved back in with a 31-7

Persenterance Pays Off For
Van Brocklin And Atlanta

Pro Grid
Standings

4L4
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Van the string of four victories. The
last win came Sunday on the
toe of an Italian-born placekickWhat had started out as a er of Hungarian extraction,
football town filled with con- Nick Mike-Mayer.
tender fever was turning into a
Mike-Mayer booted five field
caldron of malcontents carry- goals to bring the Falcons from
ing signs reading"No more a 10-0 first quarter deficit to a
Dutch treats" and "Fire Van 15-13 victory. His game-winning
Brocklin."
kick came with 52 seconds left
Before the 13-9 loss to San from 16 yards out.
Francisco that Sunday, owner
The win lifted the Falcons to
Rankin Smith said he had no within one game of National
intention of firing Van Brocklin. Conference West-leading Rams,
It turned out to be a Sunday of who held a three-game lead two
hope.
weeks before suffering losses to
"Since that time we've just Minnesota and Sunday's defeat
perservered and hung in to Atlanta.
there," the Dutchman said. "If
Meanwhile, Lee has hit on 67
you just stay with people, even- of 109 passes for 972 yards and
tually things will work out."
five touchdowns while suffering
Perserverance has paid off in three interceptions.
manding Coach Norm
Brocklin's ouster.

triumph over Kansas State that
lifted the Tigers from 12th to
10th.
The Second Ten consisted of
Nebraska, Texas Tech, Texas,
Arizona State, Houston, Tennessee, Miami of Ohio, Kansas,
Kent State and Pitt.
Kent State and Pitt Made the
Top Twenty for the first time.
Kent defeated Marshall 35-3 for
its seventh victory in eight
games while 5-2-1 Pitt downed
Syracuse 28-14.
Last week's Second Ten was
composed of Tennessee, Missouri, Nebraska, Tulane, Texas
Tech, Miami, Colorado and
Houston, with Auburn and
Texas tied for 19th.
Thiene dropped out after losing to Kentucky 34-7, Colorado
bowed to Nebraska 28-16 and
Auburn was edged by Florida
12-8.

The Top Twenty
The Top Twenty, with firstplace votes in parentheses, season records and total points.
Points tabulated on basis of 2018-16-14-12-10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1:
1. Ohio State (35) 7-0-0 1,146
2. Alabama (14) 8-0-0 1,096
3. Oklahoma (7) 6-0-1 910
4. Michigan (1)
8-0-0 888
5. Notre Dame (1)7-0-0 746
6. Penn State (4) 8-0-0 714
7. Louisiana State 8-0-0 580
8. So. California 6-1-1 450
9, UCLA
7-1-0 431
10, Missouri
7-1-0 352
6-1-1 310
11. Nebraska
12. Texas Tech
7-1-0 133
13. Texas
5-2-0 129
14. Arizona State
8-0-0 128
15. Houston
7-1-0 112
16. Tennessee
80
7-1-0
17. Miami, Ohio
8-0-0
75
18. Kansas
15
5-2-1
19. Kent State
14
7-1-0
20. Pitt
13
5-2-1
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Arizona, Auburn, Colorado, Memphis State,
North Carolina State, Oklahoma State, Stanford, l'ulane.

Service for your hard-working Datsun was never speedier nor more
professional. Our own "Doc Datsun" and his staff of experts will put
your car in top shape, save you money in the long run.

* WINTERIZE YOUR CAR NOW *
Tune-Up for . . 510's - 610's - 521's & 620's
Points, plugs, condensers, valve adjustment
* Check of hoses, antifreeze, fan belts, battery
windshield, wipers, lights and tires.

%\*0 R /I

DATSUN

900
plus tax

Tune-Up for 240Z

Tune-Up for 1200 Series
Points, plugs, condensers,
valve adjustment.*theck of
hoses, antifreeze, fan belts,
battery, windshield wipers,
lights and tires.

Reg. '22.00

Reg. '19.50
$ 1 700
plus tax

Points, plugs, condensers,
valve adjustment. Check of
hoses, antifreeze, fan belts,
battery. , windshield wipers,
lights and tires.

Reg. '25.50

0
$210
%.

plus tax

* Any item listed as checked, which needs repair, has an extra charge not quoted in ad.

Special Good thru Nov. 10
Shop Open Until 5:00 P.M.

Mutrray Datsun,Inc.
Phone 753-7114
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Kissinger Leaves First Stop,
Middle East Peace Tour Today

1

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger conferred today with
King Hassan II of Morocco before taking his Middle East
peace mission to Tunisia and
Egypt. Israel reported new
clashes with Egyptian troops on
the .ceaae-fire front.
Arab leaders at the same
time were conferring busily.
Diplomatic sources in Beirut
reported that an Arab summit
conference has been scheduled
tentatively for mid-November
in Algiers.
King Hussein of Jordan,
known to favor a summit of
Arab heads of state, flew to
Saudi Arabia for the latest toplevel Arab consultation to be
announced.
Kissinger's tour of Arab capitals began Monday night with
his arrival in Rabat, where he
had a midnight meeting with
Hasssan A U.S. spokesman
said the talk was "wide-ranging
and very friendly."
Kissinger was to fly to Tunis*
later today for a talk with
President Habib Bourguiba and
then continue on to Cairo
tonight.
Egyptian government spokesman Ahmed Anis said in Cairo
that Kissinger's talks with
President Anwar Sadat would
be "of paramount importance."
Kissinger, a Jew making his
first visit to the Arab world,
got a warm reception in Rabat.
The official newspaper Le Malin said in a front-page editorial
that relations between Morocco,
a major recipient of US. economic aid, and Washington

have "never suffered the slightest deterioration or eclipse and
have invariably remained filled
with sincerity, cordiality and
high mutual regard."
Kissinger's aides said he expects no spectacular breakthroughs on his trip but is trying to work out a procedure for
Arab-Israeli peace negotiations
and to smooth out such current
problems as the Arab demand
for Israeli troops to pull back
from territory they occupied
after the first cease-fire Oct. 22
and Israeli demands for an exchange of prisoners of war.
The aides said Kissinger was
confident that a prisoner exchange could be arranged easily once Israel and the Arabs
agreed on a "process of
peace."
From Cairo, Kissinger goes
to Jordan and Saudi Arabia,
then on to Iran, Pakistan and
China.
Meanwhile, Arab leaders
were also travelling. Algerian
President Houari Botunedienne
arrived in Riyadh, the Saudi
capital, and met with King
Faisal after visiting Iraq,
Egypt, Kuwait and Syria.
Boumedienne is trying to line
up another Arab summit conference in Algiers, and press
reports said Egypt and Syria
were ready to attend.
Col. Moammar Khadafy, the
outspoken Libyan strongman,
visited Damascus after stops in
Cairo and Baghdad Khadafy,
who contributed no troops to
the war and criticized Egypt
and Syria for starting it, was
reported trying to rally resist-
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ance to the cease-fire.
From the cease-fire lines,
meanwhile, an Israeli military
spokesman reported new tension along the Suez Canal front.
He said Israeli troops repulsed
two Egyptian movements Monday: an attempt by units of
Egypt's 2nd Army to lay mines
around their positions on the
northeast side of the canal, and
an attempt by a patrol from
the 3rd Army to move out in
search of water.
An Israeli military spokesman said Israeli troops had
found The bodies of 12 of their
comrades bound hand and foot
and buried under rocks near
the former Golan Heights
cease-fire line with Syria. The
spokesman said a full report on
the "massacre" had been sent
to the International Red Cross.

Irvin Cobb Hotel
To Be Auctioned
PADUCAH, Ky. API McCracken Circuit Court will
examine this week the results
of an inspection of the Irvin S.
Cobb Hotel, which the city of
Paducah hopes to sell at auction for payment of taxes.
The city filed suit last spring,
seeking to force auction of the
eight-story hotel for payment of
1969-72 taxes. The city says the
taxes come to $36,360.
The hotel was opened in 1929,
and was condemned in 1972
after a fire on the top floor.
City Building Inspector Paul
Moore said extensive repairs
would have to be made to make
the structure usable again.

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads, classified
display
and
regular
display, must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
m. the day before
blication.
•••••••••••4••••

Montgomery Ward
1203 Chestnut
Sale, Wednesday OnlY
10 pwrcont 04t all Returned

Goods

Among the more than 500 counselors and guest professionals from throughout Kentucky who attended the 19th Animal Fall Conference of the Kentucky Personnel and Guidance Association in
Lexington, were: H. to fti Norris Gorrell, Assistant Director of School Relations, Murray State
University; Senator Carroll Hubbard, Mayfield; Pete Lancaster, School Relations, Murray State
University; Dr. Ben Humphreys,Chairman, Guidance & Counseling, Murray State University; State
Representative Larry Hopkins, Lexington, Formerly of Wingo; Geneva Brownfield, Counselor,
Murray Middle School; Kate Eldridge; and Charles L. Eldridge, Director, School Relations, Murray
State University, KPGA President.
111 lilt %) I FIH.F.If I- 1

Check Price and Quality
before buying your

TV Antennas
fit Towers
We Sell at Wholesale
Prices

owanati,
EXPERIENCED
WANTED
tractor trailer driver. Apply in
person to Mr. Waller at Paschall
Truck Lines. "An equal opportunity employer."
CHRISTMAS ISN'T that far
away! Let Avon help you make
holiday money. As an Avon
Representative, you can earn
extra cash--and it's easy and
fun! Call or write Glenda Duke,
P.O. Box 3247, Paducah, Ky.
42001, 443-3366.
WANTED LONG distance truck
driver. Must have experience.
Phone 436-2252.

1111111•111•1111111111
WANT TO BUY shell corn. Call
collect Puryear 901-247-5371, if no
answer call 901-247-3216.

Central ShoppIng Center
753-5865

THE PHANTOM

BEATLE BAILEY
I THINK VL1R SECRETARIAL
STAFF SHOULD BS ALL MALE
1. THEY UNDERSTAND ARM"
TERMS BETTE-R.
it. THEY KNOW HOW TO
DEAL WITH OTi4ER4.
3. THEY COULD DOuBLE
A4 COM&AT TROOPS
IN EMER.SENCIE5.

NANCY
AND THE
BOYS HAD
TO EAT
THEIR
LESSON

44;11111

c(

I WILL be buying all kinds of furs
again this season. Thanks for last
year's business. Highway 641
Sguth, 2 miles from shopping
center, Murray, Kentucky
Douglas Shoemaker, Phone 7533375.

Mrs. Elizabeth Dowdy would
like to express her thanks to all
those people who were so kind
and thoughtful when her house
burned, a special thanks to the
Murray-Calloway County Rescue APPROXIMATELY 11) acreI,.
Squad.
non tillable land, five or six miles from Murray. Phone 492-8837
8:00 am.-5:00 p.m.

By TED HOWARD
County Extension Agent
Ted Howard
For Agriculture
will look at opportunities for
The Beef Gene Improvement seedstock producers in KenIn loving memory of Sammy
Conference is scheduled to be tucky, and Curtis Abaher of UK Fancy who passed away three
held at the Barren River State will tell how to use performance
WOODEN SLABS. See Tommy
years ago November 6th.
Park near Glasgow, Kentucky, testing to improve cow herd
five miles east of
Thurman,
lives,
our
fill
sadness
of
Days
on November 15th and 16th and management.
Murray on Whiskey Ridge.
flow.
often
of
silence
Tears
At the evening program, Dr.
will feature some of the top beef
We shall always keep him near,
cattle improvement leaders in }LW. Leipod, internationallythough he left 3 years ago.
known
pathologist
MOBILE HOMES underpenned
veterinary
the country.
shall he be forgotten,
Never
Phone 753-3938 or 753-$481.
The Conference is sponsored from Kansas State University,
by the UK College of will speak on genetic defects in
Never from our memory fade.
Agriculture and the Beef Cattle cattle.
2 price sale,
1
Our hearts will always be POOL TABLF-S-/
The program on November
Association, and all the beef
they last. 44", regular
while
around
rattle breeders in the county 18th will begin at 8:30 a.m, and
otos, now only $12.43. SO":
the grave where he lays.
conclude at noon
are urged to attend.
him, regular $49.60, now only $24.80.
forget
we
do
time
a
Not
To attend the Conference,
The Conference, aimed
In our hearts he's always near. Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
primarily at beef cattle seed- registration packets can be
we loved him, so we miss him. Kentucky.
As
stock producers, is designed to obtained from our office at 209
missed by family.
Still
Street.
create an awareness of the Maple
seedstock producers role in the
LOOKING FOR an unusual gift/
total beef industry, to illustrate
Give an art piece sculptured by
the large number of genetic
nature; varnished and hand
improvement programs
polished driftwood with assorted
available, to build an undecorations. Phone 753-2415 or
see at 1628 Farmer Ave.
derstanding of the principles of
beef cattle performance
during
preside
will
Baker
Four faculty members from
evaluation, and to point out how
at the Ramada Inn EIGHT PIGS, 8 weeks old. Six
records can be utilized to make Murray State University will sessions
Convention Center cylinder Ford truck motor.
Bluegrass
20th
the
in
play prominent roles
genetic improvement.
are installed Phone 437-4848 anytime or 437officers
until
new
After the program opens at annual meeting of the Kentucky
4297 mornings.
for
Health, following the banquet on the
10:00 a.m. on November 15, Association
17.
Nov.
of
evening
and
Education
Nelson Gay, UK Professor of Physical
assistant 26" TEN speed bicycle, good
Overton, the
Animal Science, will discuss the Recreation in Louisville Nov.
coach at Murray condition,$50.00. 26" single speed
basketball
16-18.
current beef cattle situation.
They are: Dr. Jack Baker, State, will be the featured men's bicycle, $20.00. Portable
Russell BreDahl, also of UK,
at the banquet with an casette tape recorder, this inwill give a presentation on the president of the ICAHPER, and speaker
entitled "Walking cludes 2 blank casettes, $20.00.
address
parprogram
other
three
steps involved on genetic
will also be a co- Phone 753-5540.
He
Tall."
Dr.
Fred
Overton,
ticipants
change in a herd. Mrs. R.W.
conductor of a basketball
Jones, a Polled Hereford Nan Ward and Bailey Gore coaching clinic Nov. 16.
MILLIONS OF rugs have been
breeder from Leslie, Ga., who all members of the department
Mrs. Ward and Gore will each cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's
has sold animals all over the of health, physical education
in special interest America's finest. Rent electric
country, will talk about the and recreation at the univer- be involved
convention. She shampooer $1.00. Kwik-Pik
the
of
sessions
sity.
program
performance testing
toastperaon for Market, Five Points.
will
the
also
be
used in her herd.
Another faculty member
the banquet.
After lunch, A.L. Eller of from Murray State, Dr. Brinda
Baker, who will relinquish the CONCRETE STEPPING stones
Virginia Tech. Will tell how to Smith, is a candidate in the presidency to Dr. Dot Harkins and concrete splash blocks
the
make on the farm and cen- convention election for
of Eastern Kentucky University Murray Lumber Company, 104
tralized tests more useful to office of vice-president for following the banquet, said the Maple Street.
cattlemen. Neal Bradley of UK health for the upcoming year. purpose of the organization is
"to improve the quality of life of HI NEIGHBOR! Tried Blue
Answer to Yesterday's Purple
people
we
the
touch Lustre for cleaning carpets? It's
Crossword Puzzle 000 MORO 000
professionally every day." He super! Rent electric shampooer
6 One, no matter
ACROSS
ODO QEMOO OOM
which
summarized the program $1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping
00U0010 °MUM
7 Symbol for
1 Golf mound
throughout the meeting as Center.
tellurium
OMODO ono
4 Lassen
8 Those who get
mMUN UPM MARIO
"outstanding."
9 Seed
away'
mom DOM DMO
12 Priest's
Among the nationally known
vestment
9 Lucky number
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
OM RUM DOM MO
to be featured during the
people
13 Roman date
10 Native metal
DOOM
ODO
BOU
hearing aid batteries for all make
14 Before
three-day meeting are: Dr.
11 Damp
DUOU 0011 DOOM
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs.
15 Science of life 16 Misplaced
of
the
chairman
Jack
Frymier,
MOM
OOMOU
17 Catlike animal 18 Egyptian
and
OUPOMO
=DODO
faculty of curriculum
19 Not one •
goddess
TRUCK LOAD tire sale. Custom
ORO BOOM 000
20 Fencer s sword
20 Comfort
foundations and co-director of
4 ply polyester white
ROO
mnurla
non
bird
Wading
21
21 Pointless
the center for the Study of premium
23 Yelps
wall:
22 Conductor's
33 Group otters. 45 Wisr god
Motivation and Human Abilities
stick
27 Spruce
46 Ugly, old
34 Saving
F78x14" or 15"-$18.88 + $2.27
(colltoo.)
at Ohio State University; Dr.
woman
24 Gray
36 Und of
G78x14" or 15"-$19.67 + $2.80
29 Observes
47
Macaw
Spanish
Mass,,.
25
David
Aspy,
associate
dean
for
30 Pronoun
48 Wire measure
H78x14" or 15"-$20.52 + $3.01
currency
26 Gambler's
teacher education at Bishop
31 Devoured
49 Prefix: new
38 Need
capital
L713x14" or 15"-$21.93 + $3.31
Chemical
32
50 Ocean
40 Shades
College, Dallas, Texas; and Dr.
28 Animal one
compound
Wide 60 series with raised white
Somber
lava
Cooled
53
old
year
41
faculty
Mildred
a
Barnes,
sheep
3.4 Cry of
letters:
10 11
5 6 7 I
2 3 :.OM.i 4
1
35 Negative
at
member
Central Missouri
•:1:•:.
36 Peel
!::!:!:
••.
State University and a G60x14" or 15"-$27.83 + $1.89
.....e.
14
.
me
`X*: 13
37 Smart(Mang) 12
.......,,
:44:4
recognized
on 1.60
authority
39 Going in
0..4' 17 16
16
ail...4:4
15
LI30x14" or 15"--$31.79 + $3.49
..
42 Poker Wake
women's basketball.
43 European
GR70
Baker,
that
noting
both
:::
.;c019
20
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i
M
•:•:.:
capital
:•:!:!!:!:::
X.:.:4•:*
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Frymier and Aspy are leaders Steele Radial white wall, the
44 Rating
iiil 26
;KV.:23 24
46 Amen caortal 21 ,22
4,....
In the field of education, said 40,000 mile tire:
48 European
.•:•: 24
27
211 0
their presentations should draw GR70x14" or 15"-$36.31 + $3.011
swallowS
:.•.:.
' ...M.::
51 Lust
from a broad range in HR70x14" or 15"-$37.50 + $3.33
Interest
31
:in'32 3i
52 Natural
$3.70
:::;i:1111
•:•:*:
the profession. They will both be LR70x14" or 15-439.47
54 Born
&atm
3:;
Highway
Roby
Sales,
general
St8Sallah
speakers,
'b' èitIb,ik
.1111111MI:
::?:21111111a.:tit1
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SG Strong winds g1111:
2
Frymier at 10:30 a.m. and Aspy Kentucky
al
IIIII
39
40
57 Tibetan gazelle
:4UUU
U
at 7:30 p.m. an Nov. 18.
•-a
. 4.4 .ts
1110:
4.*:S443
DOWN
Mrs. Barnes will conduct a
W..44.
40 36
46 47
;V:k
coaching clinic for women's
1 Flap
NM.4eUUUU
2 Mina man.*
basketball at 10:30 a.m. Nov. 17
52 53
g':;i: 54
of 51
3 Black variety
e
:4:0
and participate in a panel
hard rubber
57
P2liec
55
4.
e••
4 1.44w
discussion on women's athletics
ellie4
5 God one stroke
L
at 3:30 p.m. on the same date.
IN tr by, foiled *attar* . rnellic.•t• Inc
Over par

-s

111

LIL' ABNER
)
AYJN'JOHN
WAYNE TO
RETURN TM'
PITCHER
HONEST ABE
DREW O'HIM-

1. •
at.

-AH'LL NAFTA
RuN N TH'SADIE
HAWKINS DAY
RACE,AN'GIT
CAUGHT eri
-51-rupDER!-

.EMMA GAL!!

KEEP
problerr
wall t
shampo
home
Shop."
GMUS
14J and
6X. Al
$5.00 ea
WOOD
68 near
Pick up
354-8628
FIRE'
Phone
NEED
new, 1
equiPm
with d
alumini
39", 19
701 Syc

.16.14€
WANT TO BUY 28" modified
barrel with or without ventilated
Remington
870
for
rib
Wingrnaster, 12 gauge shotgun.
Phone 753-3194 after 4:30 p.m.

Four MSU Faculty Members To
Have Roles In PE Conference

THE GIRLS HAD
THEIR FIRST
LESSON IN
COOKING

15. Arl

USED
white,
clean,
753-5861

G.E. RI
sale. L
now I
$18.95-s.
V.639,1
$24.88.
$55.95V-946, F
$47.88.
$79.95Sales,
Kentud

11111111111111111111111111

044, KAY GOODNESS.IT'S TIME FOR MY
COFFEE
BREAK,

%
it
(

Open till 7 oo P hi

PRESCRIPTION
LOST
sunglasses with large brown horn
rims. Phone 753-6023.

TV Service Center

Gene Improvement
Conference Slated

BLONDIE

WHAT is yid
' A-DOIN'
DEAR?

ELi/E.W
/V
.Virp

FARM FORECAST

THAT 1145 PRETTY 6000
CON5IDERIN6 I-1E NEVER
EVEN WOKE UP!

1 PAVE A FEW
THOuGHTS ON Pow
itI INCREASE
EFFiCIENCY
.AMOUND
14ERE

PAGE!
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JOHN WAYNE
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SELL IT 10157/

- 1/Y It"INSIITI
8

CLEAR
machin
full six
Regular
Heavy
ReKulat
Deluxe
751, re
$114.37
Benton,

REM!I
shotgur
Used t
from
438-557

HIS AI,
speed,
rear
new.

$90.00

tit
v l.
p4i

W. tr
ier

CUSTC
Muster
fuzz bc
15"
speak
MUSI
strum
beginn
1470.

23.E,

KELL
Contre
13th
delay

FOR
servic
Supe
pony.

IERI, 1,73

Call
753-1916

MIN

RIPTION
brown horn

RIENCR D
r. Apply in
at Paschall
, equal op-

T that far
p you make
an Avon
I can earn
s easy and
lenda Duke,
iducah, Ky

stance truck
experience
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15. Articles For Sale

sell It With A Classified Ad75C311916
24, Miscellaneous

38. Pets - Supplies

49 Used ClailIME

Another View

KEEP
CARPET cleaning FALL FENCE sale, now through PUPPIES-AKC,red Dachshund
problems small-use Blue Lustre November 26. For free estimate and AKC West Highland Whites.
wall to wall. Rent electric Call Larry Lyles at Sears, 753- Phone Paducah 443-8533.
shampooer $1.00. Western Auto, 2310.
home of "Wishing Well Gift
25. Business Service
AKC REGISTERED German
Shop."
A BUSINESS without a sign is a shepherd puppies, 9 weeks old,
sign of no business. Hanna Sign black and silver. Nice. Phone 437GIRL'S COATS, pea coats, size Company,753-8346.
TFC 4628 after 4:00 p.m.
14J and 10. Dress coats, 12, 8 and
dr
6X. All in excellent condition 27. Mobile Home Sales
641 PET Shop, 7 miles north of
$5.00 each. Phone 753-1364.
1972 DOUBLE wide, leaving Murray, Kentucky. Irish Setter
State, Must sell, Phone 753-0627. puppies, tiny top poodles,
WOOD FOR fireplace. Highway
cockers, chihuahuas, gerbles and
68 near Aurora. Easy to load. 29. Mobile Home Rentals 1w:tipsters, fish and supplies.
Pick up for $7.50 per rick. Phone
THREE HOUSE trailers on Phone 753-1862 or 753-9457.
354-8628.
Blood River Subdivision. Electric
heat and air conditioning.
FIREWOOD-cut to order.
Private lots. One $35.00 per
Phone 436-2382 or 753-5145.
month and two for $60.00 per FIFTY NICE white rock hems,
month. Phone 436-2427 after 7:00 $1.00 each. Phone 783-6117.
Like
porch?
in
NEED TO close

•

Dwain Taylor Corner

FOR SALE
1965 Plymouth
Fury II
Air, Excellent condition
('all 753-1940 after 5:00

DODGE DART-1965, four door,
automatic, 6 cylinder. Excellent
condition. Phone 753-4978 after
5:00 p.m.
FORD GALAXIE 500-19bs, two
door Fastback, power steering,
air conditioning. Locally owned.
Extra clean. Low Mileage. One
owner. Phone 753-6040.

1969 Buick Wildcat, 2 door hard top, one owner, air, tilt
wheel.steering brakes,63,000 miles, low, low fig.ure $1577,

Hazel Hwy.

Phone 753-2617

PONTIAC CATALINA-1969 two 51. Services Offered
-51. Services Offered
door hardtop, vinyl roof, new
tires. $750.00. Phone 753-0375 or
DOZEH SERVICE D-6 cater- ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
after 5:00 p.m.
753-3815
//-6
pillar. Phone 753-9807.
Shop (old ice plant). Complete
new, I aluminum Storm door
and
repairs,
remodeling
1963 CHEVROLET, in goodequipment complete, 32" x 80"
fordoors,
paneling,
cabinets,
"ANOTHER CuP, MR.PRISSEE ?"
air,
shape. Radio, Factory
with door frame $25.00. Eleven TWO BEDROOM trailer on 2 NICE TURNIPS. Phone 436-4911
mica work, finish carpentry,
good tires Call before,
heater,
aluminum Storm windows, 32" x acre lot, water furnished seven after 5:00 p.m.
contracting. Phone 753-4124 or
10:30 a.m., 753-3757
39", $9.00 each or all for $95.00. miles north of Murray. Phone
nights.
753-0790
46.
Sales
il. Public
701 Sycamore Street after 4 p.m. 753-9457.
two
1966
IMPALA
CHEVROLET
some of their nice unusual Im- BEAUTIFUL THREE bedroom
door hardtop, power and Stereo
WILLIE'S INTERIOR & ExSALE, Friday night, ported gifts as Christmas is not brick home,2 baths, living room, tape. Phone 767-4453 after 6:00
AUCTION
Coach
and
Painting. Phone 753-4832
'OX MEADOWS
terior
with
room
seeing
family
enjoy
paneled
November 9, 5:30 p.m., 3/4 mile far off. You will
46. Home Furnishings
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and
p.m.
8:00
from
Estates Mobile Home Parks. west of Lynn Grove on Highway their nice things.
fireplace, wall to well carpets,
753-7484 after 4:30 p.m. for free
USED ELECTRIC stove, 40", Small parks. Superior accentral
range,
Not
built-in
available.
draperies,
drinks
and
hour
three
Eats
a
be
94. This will
1967 CHEVROLET, two door
white, good condition, extra commodations. Residential area.
Gerrald Boyd, Owner estimates.
antique auction of furniture, responsible for accidents. heat and air, utility room with hardtop, air conditioned and all
clean, $40.00 or best offer. Call South 16th Street, 753-3855.
glass and china and collector's Detailed announcements day of hook-ups, double garage, large power. Phone 489-2358.
209 S. 7th, Murray
WILL DO baby---sitting days, by
753-5868.
lot, city water. Two miles outside
items. Some items are old sale.
the
week in my home. Phone 753Road.
Overby
753on
phone
limits
city
53-1751
32. Apartments For Rent spinning wheel, mantle clock, Douglas Shoemaker,
CHEVROLET IMPALA-1988,
8694.
G.E. RECORD player and stereo
fancy rockers, trunks, glass, 3375, Murray, Kentucky in Phone 753-2715.(No Friday night two door hardtop, power and air.
sale. Lay away for Christmas ONE BEDROOM furnished china cabinet, Fancy old dressers charge of sale.
or Saturday calls).
SEAMLF-SS GUTTERS, baked SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
Phone 753-7619 or 753-0525.
now. Model V-211, Regular apartment, electric heat and air and wash stands, walnut buffett,
on enamel finish, guaranteed 30 Electric offers
hour
24
$18.95-sale price $16.88. Model conditioned. Close to university. high back beds, lots of glass and
years. For free detailed estimate emergency service for well .
V-639, Regular $34.95-sale price Real nice. Phone 753-4478 or 753- china of all kinds, jars, jugs and ANTIQUE AUCTION, Saturday TWO BEDROOM all modern,
phone Atkins Gutter service, pumps, plumbing and electrical
$24.88. Model V-936, Regular 6199.
churns, more good collector's November 3, 10:00 a.m. on Highand brick home, large front and back GARAGE BUILDING, aluminum Murray 753-8407 or 753-8992.
Murray
problems. We now have 2
between
way
121
355.95-sale price $44.88. Model
items that I can describe. For
m town or lot. About a mile southeast of awing, carports and additions
qualified crews and trucks to
call
baud.
V-946, Regular $59.95-sale price VACANT NICE two bedroom information call Chester & Miller Mayfield, Kentucky,
to
time
the
is
Now
753-5526.
Murray on 121. Phone
TIMBER-LODGE on Tenn--. serve you. Phone 753-5543.
Farmington and one block south
$47.88. Model T-36I, Regular apartment in country. Electric Auction Service, 435-4042.
Collect Mayfield 247-7672.
Lake, Route 1, Springville,
'Nay
Carnie
Pierce
at
Roby
of
Mr.
cafe
$79.95-sale price $59.88.
heat. No dogs. $75.00 per month
REDUCED FOR quick sale.
Tennessee, will build complete
home.
Bales, Highway 68, Benton, Phone 753-8833.
Saturday
SALE,
baths,
AUCTION
Three bedroom house, two
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN. !fireplaces, starting at only
November2C
November 10, 10:00 a.m, at the Mr. Pierce is not selling out, fireplace, 1,2 basement, on 60' x Having trouble getting those $695.00. Selection of stones SIX PART beagle male and
15000
to
at
sell
least
hopes
but
ONE BEDROOM apartment, Uncle Andy 4Doc) Mathis home,
450' lot. Phone 753.38YL
small jobs done? Cali Ernest available. Satisfaction female puppies, 8 weeks old are
-1111. Sesving Machines
joining the university. Wall to 1 mile south of Farmington. This pieces to give room to start
free to persons for pets. Phone
White 753-0605.
guaranteed. Phone 901493wall carpet, nicely furnished. is an all day antique collector's again. He buys as a hobby and
TFC 753-7833 after 4:00 p.m.
=4.
SALE-Sewing
CLEARANCE
must
have
but
stores
away,
room
0
sale with lots of good furniture,
Phone 753-8648.
FURNITURE stripping (3 x 8
machines. Brother heavy duty,
FOR SALE
glass and china and collector's now. (no dealer), Will offer plug
foot Vats) and complete chair
full size model number 1381,
cutter,
tobacco
globe
victrola,
Settle
Estate
To
items. There will be dressers,
caning service. The Olde Shoppe
Regular $79.95, now only $44.97. ONE BEDROOM furnished wash stands, beds, lamps of all and other lamps, broad ax,
Two Bedroom Frame
month.
per
$75.00
apartment
next to the Dairy Queen. Call 753621,
model
zag,
zig
Heavy duty
room
and
Bath,
living
and
other
loader
and
pistol,
muzzle
glass
glass,
depression
kinds,
November 6C
8240.
Regular $99.95, now only, $63.56. Phone 753-9842 or 753-5918
Large
kitchen.
rooms
primitive
mill,
china, wash bowls and pitchers, shotguns, coffee
Deluxe zig zag model number
403 Elm St., 2 blocks from
too many good items to describe tools, harness with brass knobs,
B & C CONSTRUCTION, Com751, regular $159.95, now only ONE BEDROOM furnished and itemize.
court square.
cast, copper, iron, brass pieces,
two
new
3
This colorful high-styled onealso
apartment
plete basements, foundations,
$114.37. Roby Sales, Highway 68,
Prim
$12,160
piece portable is ideal for
bedroom trailers. Water fur- For information call Chester & initial silver pitZher, sugar and
driveways,
sidewalks,
patios
Benton, Kentucky.
room -so
any
youth's
See or Call...
nished at 121 Apartments under Miller Auction Service 05-4012. creamer,ice, nail and coal tongs„
tank
Septic
etc.
compact it'll go along on
walls
retaining
Hale-75344111
Alvin
vacations and trips to school
new owner, also one bedroom "It Pays To Sell The Chester- kettles, dog irons, occupied
installations. 437-4734 or 437-4765.
Jess Hale-482-3162
or camp! Rugged high.
Japan pieces, bells, stereotype
unfurnished apartment in town. Miller Way."
impactpolystyrene case.
Hawley
Bury-4113-8120
Jam -proof turntable .plays
and views, butter dishes, aladdin
a JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
REMINGTON 1100 20 gauge Phone 753-4017.
any size or speed record
Saturday,
depression,red, blue, clear
SALE,
lamp,
AUCTION
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
shotgun with case and shells.
Solid state
monaurally
trunks,
circuitry to withstand youthcarpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
Used twice Indistinguishable FURNISHED APARTMENT November 10, 10:00 a.m. Mr. and odd glassware,
ful
for years of
enthusiasm
and
knives,
his
in
be
phone parts, pocket
TFC
753-7625 nights.
from brand new $135.00. Phone $140.00. Unfurnished $120.00 Edd Morgan's sale will
use
one razors, glass dog, Coca Cola tray,
94,
Highway
on
building
new
436-5571.
Located at Embassy Apartmile east of Murray, Kentucky. hat pins, toys, old fans, books, in
1972 SUZUKI 350, good condition. CERAMIC TILE repair work.
ments Available now. Phone 753He has had fact you name it, he has it.
dealer.
a
He
not
is
also
8C
433
Must sell due to leaving town. Repair or remodeling,
most of these old pieces a long Possibly wash stand and other
HIS AND her bicycles, 26", three
shower doors and tub enclosures.
Will
take
best
Phone
753offer.
time, but is adding a few old old pieces.
speed, lightweight with front and
November 10C
Call 474-2863.
Not 0713.
available.
pieces and a lot of modern pieces Lunch
rear handbrakes. Practically 33. Rooms For Rent
FOR ALL your additionsfor this sale. After sale building responsible for accidents.
new. $50.00 each, or both for
FURNISHED SLEEPING room may be for rent, or used in his Douglas Shoemaker in charge of
remodeling, residential or
$90.00. Phone 436-5849.
refrigerator.
with bath and
Used Cars & Trucks
commercial. New or old. Free
sale. Phone Murray 753-3375.
business.
private entrance. Al, adjustable
TFC
Call 753-6123.
estimates.
Warminside.
sell
dress form for sale Phone 753- Will
DODGE POLARIS-1964, green
lunches.
and
rooms
lights-rest
TUNING -repair- 1394
four door. Good mechanical
-PiAis10
Will sell a good variety and
WOODED lot 141' x condition. $250.00. Phone 753-7619 FURNITURE STRIPPING &
BEAUTIFUL
rebuilding. Prompt. expert serantiques
get
to
hard
quality of
Antiques, The Barn, 5' miles
201' on U.S. Highway 641 South. or 753-0525
vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben 34. Houses For Rent
and good furniture, such as real
West of Murray on Hwy. 94. Dan
mobile home.
or
new
home
For
W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky.
bedroom
TFC HOUSE, COUPLES
only. nice three piece walnut
CHEVELLE-1970, two door McDaniel,owner. 753Phone 753-8911
tree, oak wash Phone owner 7534774.
November 6C
Located in Kirksey. No pets suite, nice hall
hardtop, power steering, brakes 7499.
stand, large gate leg table, two
CUSTOM 200 amplifier, Fender please. $75.00 per month. Phone drawer chest, dish cabinet, nice $10.00 DOWN and $10.00 per and air. Stil under warranty.,-Portable high-fidelity music
month will buy a large wooded lot Phone 489-2611 after 6:00 p.m. FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
Mustang guitar, Fender blender, Benton 527-7878.
doesn't have to be for men
secretary, brass and spool beds, at Keniana Shores. Like access Installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
only!
Exquisitely feminine
fuzz box and new wall pedal, 2oak dressers, oak tables, Murphy central water-all weather
pink case. Attached twin
1962 RAMBLER, 6 cylinder
speakers and 2--10" UNFURNISHED THREE
15"
bed, small drop leaf table, a good streets. Phone 436-5320 or 436two volume conspeakers,
straight shift, easy on gas. Make BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
bedroom house, $125.00 per
speakers. Phone 753-7695.
trols. Folds into a compact
Morris chair, victrola, 2473.
adjusting
and
dirt
fill
gravel,
bank
also
best
package for easy travelin'.
a good second car. $100.00 or
month. Phone 753-9842 or 753- pie safe, wood and metal ice
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
offer. Phone 753-1566.
MUSIC LESSONS, band in- 5918.
boxes, claw foot organ and piano
or 364-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
struments, piano, guitar.
stools, sewing rocker, lion head
TWO BEDROOM house at 310 rocker, two matched walnut 37 ACRE farm, two bedroom FORD-1966, six cylinder,
beginner violin. Phone 753CARPETS
November 8C South 8th Street. $50.00 per chairs, old time chest or china house, 2 car garage on 641 North. straight shift, 52,000 actual m
1470.
PROFESINALYiles.
steam cleaned.
phone carpet
month. Possession immediately. cabinet with walnut finish and Phone 753-3643 after 430 p.m
Clean. Phone 753-1733 after 3:00 master 4894504.
TFC
Phone Bob Miller, 753-2920.
p.m.
square nails, a spool cabinet,
phone, pictures and frames, harp
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service
Pest
and other pieces.
TFC
KELLY'S TERMITE and
YAMAHA 250 MX, new knobbies Phone Paris,642-6551
or
rent
South
for
NOW
Small pieces include a camel AVAILABLE
THREE ANGUS bulls and one
Control, phone 753-3914, 100
good
very
In
sprocket.
and
chain
small family, or will sell
-TIMBER-LODGE of Tenn13th Street. "Every day you holstein bull, full blooded. Phone saddle (you should see), Aladdin lease to
condition. Phone 753-0263.
'rocky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
lamps, Lincoln drape and others, on easy terms, a two bedroom
delay lets bugs have their way." 436-5898.
Tennessee will do your stone
J.S. Smith, tin advertising lamp, I house at 1615 Hamilton.
,
control
pest
in
best
glass oil and electric, iron, brass Three bedroom house at 13th & PONTIAC CATALINA-1969 work. Large selections of stone.
THE
FOR
months
4
ve
calves-fi
MALE
SIX
call
ITC
and pottery ( hull), two wash Poplar, only $12,750.00. C.O. four door sedan with air. Ex- Phone 901-593-3534.
service and termite control
Quadraphonic sound in a handsome, compact unit Voice of
sell. Only
old and one baby calf. Phone 753bowls, brass fireplace sets, Bondurant Realty, phone 753- cellent condition. Must
Superior Exterminating CornMusic "360 degree Stereo" has an electrical decoder for 4.
.2197
43a
Phone
SIGNS
PAINTED.
5613.
489-2187.
Phone
$250.00.
TFC
channelsounds.(ompatible to enhance enjoyment of all records,
ap- 1460.
figurines,
Japanese
pany.753-7266.
p.m.
5:00
after
stereo and monaural as well as quad V -M "Stere-O-Matic"
proximately 200 depression age
automatic turntable. dust cover, diamond stylus, 4S RPM
glass, cranberry water set, red
Spindle Wood grained vinyl base with matching speakers.
and
Driveways,
ASPHALT
ATTENTION GROWERS
blue and other glass flutted
parking lots sealed, professional
vases, crocks, jars, churns,
Cbrisman Popcorn Company is now buying
Estimates freely
finishing.
marbles, coca cola tray, silver
bring a friend and sign in
field corn and dry soy beans. Have capacity
given. Phone collect 247old
bottles,
set,
vanity
back
November 6P
2423.
for large quantities and good service. Please
books, china salt and peppers,
call or come by our plant on East Poplar
brass knob gear, collars, Nunes,
WILL DO trash and brush
Street near Railroad.
wagon jack, plug tobacco cutter,
Friday, Nov. 9, 1973
through
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
tine
old
hooks,
logging tongs, cant
TFC
753-6130.
CHRISMAN POPCORN COMPANY
THE PRICE OF 1 !!)
cookie boxes, porcelain door
FOR
(2
ST.
POPLAR
101 EAST
knobs, and daisy churn.
GUTTERING BY Sears Sears
No crash diets, no strenuous exercises et hi
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
seamless gutters, installed per
New and like new furniture has
502-753-1722
your specifications Call Larry
work! Try .
the
do
vibrators
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
been added to this sale, suth as
TFC
estimate
real heavy oak bedroom suite,
hard rock maple dining table and
* PLEASE VOTE * * four chairs, 2 nice cherry
ELECTRONIC ORGAN service,
•
dressers, a desk dinette sets, air
models.
makes and
all
conditioner, child's doll bed,
Authorized Baldwin service.
desks with mirrors.. ffee and
-*Phone -P.opairavW.e 896,11177- or
Ow.Man.-fn.
end tables, rugs and chest of
after 5:00 p.m. Cadiz 522-8680.
for
national silverware.
9 am. to.9 p.m.
Located In Our
Adjoining this building is the
JERRY'S REFINISHING &
such
only
Central Shopping Center
place,
NEW LOCATION
import
Mexican
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
business in this section. His son,
Center
641.
Hwy.
on
Murray
of
Shopping
South
Central
Phone 753-5865
Jr., and wife, owners, invite
Jerry McCoy. owner (502) 4921
AT D - LAWYER - TRUSTWORTHY Edd,
(next
to Big B Cleaners)
the
at
'while
them
to visit
you
TFC
8837.
Miller.
Paid Political ad., paid by Bob
sale. Get acquainted and buy

steel

ao. Pro1114,11111111

ll corn. Call
17-6371, if no
216.

I" modified
at ventilated
Remington
lige shotgun
4:30 p.m.

kinds of furs
winks for last
lighway 641
an abnPPing
Kentucky.
Phone 753-

Y lu acres,
e or six miles
one 492-8837

See Tommy
Lies east of
• Ridge.

underpenned
53-5461.

price sale,
W', regular
$12.43. Or,'
only $24.80.
y 68, Benton,

Complete
Radiator

Homosisthis,,

Heater Repair

SHOLAR
AUTO REPAIR
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E3TheVoice of Music

4 Channel/Stereo/Monaural

41

unusual gift/
sculptured by
I and hand
with assorted
753-2415 or
Ave

Deka old. Six
•uck motor.
time or 437-

icycle, good
'single speed
.00. Portable
der, this insettee, PIM.

u; have been
Lustre. It's
Rent electric
Kwik-Pik
s.
PING stones
ash blocks
'ompany, 104

Tried Blue
carpets? It's
c shampooer
Ire Shopping

'ORY fresh
s for all make
s Drugs.
sale. Custom
Lyester white
8.88 + 22.27
:9.67 + $2.80
10.52 + $3.01
11.93 + $3.31
raised white

r7.83 +

22.89

11.79 + $3.49
te wall, the
36.31 + $3.06
37.50 + $3.33
39.47 + $3.70
25; lianstes,

)9.
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HEY, GIRLS!!

2 for 1 SPECIAL

i

We Are The New Dealer for Voice
of Music Products, Made in the
United States by Union labor.
Many Models to Choose From!

1

BOB.MILLER

County Judge

Sharon's Figure
alon

Use Our Lay-Away Plan for Xmas

"We Service What We Sell"

TV SERVICE CENTER

.
04 1110111001111111111.

Deaths and Funerals
Lloyd E. Underhill
Rites Wednesday
The funeral services for Lloyd
Earl Underhill will be held
Wednesday at the Burns
Funeral Home, Hammond, Ind.
Underhill, age 46, died from
Injuries sustained in an
automobile accident near
Sullivan, Ind., an Saturday.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Eva Underhill of Hammond,
Ind.; parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Lloyd Underhill of Murray
Route Three; sons and
daughters including Mrs. Pat
(Valerie) Ross of Murray Route
Three; sister, Mrs. Christine
Woods of Overland Park,
Kansas; four brothers, Billy,
Tommy, and Shelby Underhill,
all of Hammond, Ind., and
Wilburn Underhill, with the Air
Force in Louisiana.
/

Services On Monday
For Elmo Burton
The funeral for Elmo Burton
was held Monday at two p.m. at
chapel of the Max Churchill
Home with Rev. H.L.
Funeral
the
Lax officiating.
Interment was in the New
Providence Cemetery with
Jimmy Futrell, Ron Benfield,
Eunice Housden, James Overby
Lam, Parvin Adams, and John
Lax serving as pallbearers.
Mr. Burton, age 88, died
Saturday at 1130 a.im at the
Convalescent Division of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a member of
the United Methodist Church
and was preceded in death by
his wife, Mrs. Thula Burton on
December 5, 1957.
He is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Albert Crittenden of Murray; one granddaughter, Mrs. Patricia Futrell
of Murray; one sister, Mrs. Ella
Adams of the Convalescent
Division, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital; five great
grandchildren; one great great
grandchild.

/

Brother Of Local
Mrs. Lena MtNutt
Woman Dies Sunday Dies At Hospital
Mrs.
Funeral services
At Benton Hospital Lena
May McNutt of Rode
George H. Collins, brother of
Mrs. Joy Ellis of Murray Route
Two, died Sunday at 1:20 p.m.
at
the Benton Municipal
Hospital. He was 67 and a
resident of Benton Route Seven.
Mr. Collins was a member of
the Palma United Methodist
Church where he served as a
steward, and of Paducah
Masonic Lodge No. 449,F 8i AM.
He had been an employee of the
Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home, Benton, for five years.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs..
Ethel'Collins; one son, George
Collins of Cincinnati, Ohio; one
granddaughter, Patricia
Collins; four sisters, Mrs. Joy
Ellis of Murray Route Two,
Mrs. Janie McManus of Benton
Route Six, Mrs. Betty Dowdy
arid Mrs. Stella Lovett, both of
Benton Route Five.
Funeral services will be held
today at three p.m. at the
chapel of the Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton, with
Rev. John Boyd and Rev.
Herman Choate officiating.
Serving as pallbearers will be
Ell Ford, Donald Dowdy,
Hurley Bondurant, Charles
Collins, Billy Lovett, and
Robert Edwards. Burial will be
in the Beyer Cemetery in McCracken County.

Tracy Dawn Hicks,
Infant Daughter,
Dies Here Today

Tracy Dawn Hicks, infant
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Michael Odell Hicks of Almo
Route One, Penny-Airport
Road, died this morning at 1:45
at the Mw-ray-Galloway County
Hospital.
The little girl was born at 5:25
p.m. on Monday.
She is survived by her parents
and one sister, Regina Kay
Hicks, Almo Route One;
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Odell Hicks of Murray Route
Three and Mr. and Mrs. Barney
Tabors of Murray Route Two;
great grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Hayden Bogard of Dexter
Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
The Cherry Corner Baptist Willis Short of Murray Route
Church, located just off High- Seven.
way 121 (New Concord Road),
Graveside rites will be held
will have speakers for the World
Conference es Wednesday at eleven a.m. at
Missions
and the Tucker Cemetery at
Friday,
Thursday,
Saturday at seven p.m. and on Kirksey with Rev. Glen Cope
Sunday at the morning and officiating. Friends may call at
evening worship services.
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Samuel C. McNeil, home Home.
missionary from Randlett,
(*La., will be the special guest
of Cherry Corner for the week
and will be speaking at the
Sunday morning worship hour.
Other speakers will be as
Funeral services for Mrs.
follows: Paul Coffey, home
missionary, Masury Ohio, Effie Ellison of Almo were held
Thursday; I. Grundy Janes, Monday at two p.m. at the
foreign missionary, Temuco, chapel of the J.H. Churchill
Chile, Friday; F. Ross Figart, Funeral Home with Bro. John
state missionary, Winchester, Dale and Rev. Willie Johnson
Saturday; Maxwell Sledd, officiating.
missionary,
foreign
Pallbearers were Billy Nat
Ogbomosho, Nigeria, Sunday Galloway, Charlie Mozee, Mike
evening.
Heath, Hoyt Cleaver, Jr., J.L.
The public is invited to attend Ellison, and Ben Ellison. Burial
all services, a church was in the Murray Memorial
spokesman said.
Gardens.

Cherry Corner To
Hear Missionaries
Starting Thursday

Rites Held Monday
For Mrs. Ellison

Funeral Services
For J. W. 'Orris
To Be On Wednesday

Four, Paris, Tent, were held
Sunday at two p.m. at
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
with Rev. Noel Edwards officiating. Burial was in
Memorial Cemetery there.
Mrs. McNutt, age 67, died
Friday at 10:30 a.m. at the
Henry County General Hospital,
Paris, Tenn. She was preceded
in death by her husband,
Thomas Leland McNutt, Sr., on
March 28 of this year. They
were former residents of
Murray when Mr. McNutt
operated the McNutt Tractor
and Implement Company here.
A member of the Maplewood
Baptist Church, Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. McNutt is survived by
three sons, T.L. McNutt, Jr.,
Billy McNu4 is survived by
McNutt, all of Paris, Tenn.; one
brother, J.W. (Bill) Barton of
Paris, Tenn.; six grandchildren; two great grandchildren.

Murray Woman's
Mother Dies At
Paris Hospital

The funeral for J.W. Harris
has been scheduled for Wednesday at one p.m. at the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Rev. Jerrell White
officiating.
Pallbearers will be Kenneth
Harrell, Ronnie Danner, Donnie
Danner, Gary Hotunan, Dwain
Jones, and Bobby Dunn. Burial
vril be in the Gore Cemetery in
Marshall County. Friends may
call at the funeral home.
Harris,age 53, died Sunday at
Donnie Lee Wallace, 13eight a.m. from burns suffered
month-old-son, of Mr. and Mrs.
in a fire at Mt. Pleasant, Texas,
Jerry Don Wallace GI Puryear,
where he resided. Born June 22,
Tenn., Route two died at 6:45
County,
he
Calloway
1920. in
a.m. Saturday in Chesemore
was the son of Mr. Altie Cook
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
Harris, who survives, and the
Graveside services were held
died
who
Harris
A.R.
Rev.
late
at 11 a.m. Monday at Puryear
November 30, 1968.
He is survived by his wife, Cemetery with Rev. Warren
Mrs. Etna Harris of Benton; Sykes officiating.
Donnie Lee was born Sept. 25,
mother, Mrs. Altie Harris,
Westview Nursing Home, 1972, in Paris, the son of Jerry
Murray; daughter, Mrs. Bobby Don and Janice Ruth Alexander
• •
--(Vickie) DUTI/I orMutray Rotite Wallow.
Besides his parents, he leaves
Eight; son, _Jackie Harris of
Wingo; stepson, nuy Lewis'11 sister,Teresa Lynn Wallace of
Harper of Murray; sister, Mrs. the home address; his grandH.T. ( Dorothy ) Danner, and mothers, Mrs. Mamie Wallace
brother, Marvin Harris, both of and Mrs. Ruth Alexander, both
Murray; three grandchildren, of Puryear, and greatTed Harris, Lisa Harris, and grandparents, Barry and Lula
Alexander of Puryear.
Kimberly Ann Gipson.

Kentucky Gov. Wendell H.
Ford will be among the special
guests at Murray State
University Monday, Nov. 12, to
participate in ceremonies
Inaugurating Dr. Constantine
W. Curtis as the school's sixth
president.
Scheduled to arrive on the
campus at about noon, the
Governor will attend a luncheon
and then participate in the
formal inaugural ceremony to
begin at 2:30 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium.
Ford, who was awarded an
honorary Doctor of Laws
degree by Murray State when
he was on the campus as the
commencement speaker last
spring, will deliver greetings on
behalf of the State of Kentucky
during
the
installation
program.
Morethan 2,000 campus
visitors are anticipated for the
events during inauguration day.
Ford will head a contingent of
some 700 to 800 dignitaries,
including representatives of
learned
societies
and
educational organizations who
will march in the processional.
Curris, who assumed the
duties of his new office Sept. 15,
succeeds Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
who is now retired. At 32, Curtis
is the youngest president of a
major state college or
university in Kentucky history.
Among other highlights of
inauguration day are morning
tours, a 4 p.m. reception, and a
special inaugural ball for
students in the evening. A
concert by the University Choir
and Brass Choir is scheduled for
Inauguration eve.

Dr. Lanning To Be
Luncheon Speaker

Cheech and Chong
To Appear At MSU

Murray Country Club
Plans Italian Luncheon
The women of the Murray
Country Club will have a ladies
day luncheon on Wednesday,
November 14, at 12 noon with
Mrs. John R. Paulk, phone 7533078, as chairman of the
hostesses
An Italian luncheon will be
served and reservations should
be made by Monday noon.
Other hostesses will be
Mesdames William Ryan,
Charles Shuffett, Roy C. Starks,
Howard Steely, Frank A.
Stuthietield,' Jac-ix-Wolfe; IVOR
D. Frye, Gingles Waits, Bill
-ee, and
filna, Charles Dols
Raymond Na!].
Bridge will be played at nine
a.m. with Mrs. Veneta Sexton
and Mrs. Conrad Jones as
bridge chairmen

(Continued from Page 1)

Ford, who served as a
member of the Kentucky Senate
and as lieutenant governor
before he was elected governor
in 1471, has advocated a strong
role for governors in national
affairs. He is currently the
chairman of the National
Democratic Governors Caucus.
During his administration
Ford has directed the thrust of
state government into several
key areas-reorganization,
criminal justice reform,
vocational education, drug and
alcohol control, environmental
protection, housing and public
assistance, consumer protection, farm loans, port and river
development, elementary and
secondary classroom construction, mental retardation
facilities, a public kindergarten
program, and removal of the
five per cent sales tax on food.
The
49-year-old
chief
executive has appeared before
the U.S. Senate several times in
recent months on such matters
as land-use planning and the
impact of the federal budget.
He is currently vice-chairman
of the Natural Resources and
Environmental Management
Committee of the National
Governor's Conference. He is
also chairman of the Southern
Governors Conference Committee on Law Enforcement,
Justice and Public Safety.
Earlier this year he was
awarded the Minerva Award of
Merit by the University of
Louisville. He was designated
as the recipient of the school's
highest award as "an outstanding example of dedication
and applied intelligence on the
part of a native Kentuckian."
Before beginning his career of
public service as the chief
administrative assistant to
former Gov. Bert Combs in
1959, Ford had earned a name
for himself as a state, national
and international leader in the
Junior Chamber of Commerce.
He served as national
president of the organization in
1956-67 and became the first
Kentuckian to hold a top elected
position in the Junior Chamber
International a year later.

Bull apparently was the first
to make an unsuccessful search
for the tape recordings of two
key conversations in the Watergate investigation.
The Watergate prosecution
force now is under the direction
of Leon Jaworski.
The White House says the
conversations of June 20, 1972,
between President Nixon and
John N. Mitchell and of April
15, 1973, between the President
and John W. Dean HI went unrecorded. The two tapes were
among nine sought by prosecutors.
Meanwhile,Senate Watergate
committee Republicans Were
set to begin their long-awaited
attempt to prove that Democrats also played dirty tricks.

gftoci'Varlet
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon today, furnished
to the Ledger & Times by I. M
Simon Co. are as follows:
Airco
14% -%
Am.Motors
9 /
-3
4
AT.& T.
48% +/
3
4
Ashland Oil
27% +/
3
4
Ford
50% UNC
Gen. Motors
813
/
4 +1%
Gen. Tire
17% +%
Goodrich
20% -%
Gulf Oil
n%
Pennwalt
23% +%
Tappan
9% UNC
Quaker Oats
34 -/
3
4

Newcomers Club Will
Hear Mrs. Carr Speak
The
Welcome
Wagon
Newcomers Club will hold its
monthly meeting in the
basement of the First Christian
Church on Thursday, November
8, at 7:30 p.m.
Mrs. Ann Carr will be the
guest speaker and her subject
will be "Harmful Toys." She is
the director of the Child
Development Center at Murray
State University where she is an
assistant professor in the home
economics department.
New officers for the coming
year will also be installed.
All new and interested pereons in Murray are cordially
invited to attend.

VICKERS PETROLEUM CORPORATION

^
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Kentucky Finance
Opens Office Here

A special called meeting of
the
Ministerial
Murray
Kentucky Finance has opened
Association will be held on an office in Murray located at
Thursday, Nov. 8, at St. Leo 506 Main Street, in the
location
Church, according to Rev. previously occupied by the
Martin Mattingly, president. Murray Loan Company for
The purpose of the meeting some 24 years.
will be to discuss the community Thanksgiving Service
Manager of the new Kentucky
and the programs of Phase 6 of Finance office is William
Key 73. The meeting will be held Mooney, who previously was
at Gleason Hall, at the corner of with the Kentucky Finance
office in Bowling Green.
12th and Payne Streets.
Kentucky Finance makes
Camp 592 Of Woodmen Of loans to $7500, and also finances
major purchases. "The staff
World To Meet Friday
looks forward to serving the
people of the Murray area, and
Camp 592 of the Woodmen of expresses the hope that
the World has changed its residents will drop by the office
regular meeting from Thursday to become acquainted," a
to Friday , November 9, at spokesman said.
seven p.m. at the WOW Hall.
Kentucky Finance operates
Officers said this will be a over 50 offices throughout
business meeting and refresh- Kentucky, with home offices in
ments will be served.
Lexington.

National Roundup

Int
Women'

Sports. .
E d i tor ia
comics.

Dear At
HorOsco
Deaths,
Seen a. I

Member
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NEW YORK (AP)- Politi- cy
cians are closely watching scattered off-year elections today
DETROIT ( AP) - The
for a clue to the impact of Wa- United Auto Workers says it
tergate. They may not learn will strike the Caterpillar Tracmuch. Today's elections, head- tor Co. on Nov. 15 if agreemen;
lined by gubernatorial races in hasn't been reached by then oaf
New jersey and Virginia and a a national contract for 33,000
mayoral contest in New York Caterpillar workers in eight
City, represent the first nation- states. The old contract expired
al sampling of voter sentiment on Oct. 1 but has been extended
since the eruption of White by joint agreement. Caterpillar
House scandals and is being has plants in Pennsylvania,
viewed as a possible preview of Colorado, Iowa, Ohio, Missouri,
1974.
Texas, California, and Illinois.
FREEHOLD, N.J. ( AP) Lester Zygrnaniak has been acquitted by a jury of seven men
and five women of first degree
murder charges for the slaying
of his paralyzed brother. The
jury deliberated 2'02 hours on
Tuesday before acquitting Zygmaniak, 23, on grounds of temporary insanity. Zygmaniak admitted killing his 26-year-old
brother, George, with a shotgun
blast last June as he lay in a
hospital' bed, paralyzed from
the neck down as the result of
a motorcycle accident. The
shooting was described by
friends and relatives as a mer-

Vickers
""Nenk••••••

C.ARLOTTESVILLE,
Va.
( AP) - Former Secretary of
the Interior Stewart L. Udall
says Americans are "energy
pigs" whose nation is operating
on misguided assumptions that
the energy crisis in a shortterm problem. Udall told a University of Virginia audience
Monday night that the energy
crisis is so severe "you can expect your first cold shower in
about 60 days." He said energy
conservation is the only practical long range solution to the
crisis and that Americans must
prepare themselves for the end
of the era of cheap energy.

Vickers
Announces

VICKERS PETROLEUM CORPORATION

EUEL
BURKEEN

Country Club To
Hold Meeting Of
Membership Tuesday

A general membership
meeting has been called for 730
, p.m. Tuesday, November 27, by
the Murray-Calloway Country
Club for the purpose of electing
three new members to its board
of directors.
Six members have been
nominated by a committee
made up of the club's three
most recent presidents- Henry
Fulton, Chad Stewart and
James
Dale
Clopton
Nominated and to be voted on at
the November 27 meeting are.
Bill Thurman, Richard
Knight, John Paulk, Buddy
Buckingham, Fred Wells and
Clyde Adkins.
Two will be elected to threeyear terms and one to a oneyear term.
The two candidates receiving
the largest number of votes will
replace Clopton and M.C. Ellis,
whose terms expire December
311, while the third highest vote
getter will serve the one-year
term, completing the term of
E.J. Haverstock, who has
moved to Mansfield, Ohio
The new directors will take
office at the board's January
meeting, at which time officers
will be elected for the coming
year.
In other -action at itir
November meeting Monday
night, the board announced
plans for the club's annual
Christmas "Open House," set
for Sunday, December 16, and
approved a single membership
application for Charlie Warren,
111111 Miller Avenue

Ministerial Association
To Meet Here Thursday

Watergate...

Gov.fird To Be Among
Special Inaugural Guests

Mrs. Della Doran, mother of
Mrs. Robert Ferguson of
Murray, died Sunday at 7:30
p.m. at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
She was 95 years of age and the
widow of Noah Doran.
Survivors are four daughters,
Mrs Ferguson of Murray, Mrs.
Ludie Hill of Detroit, Mich.,
Mrs. Lottie Lipscomb of
Gleason, Tenn., and Mrs. Mary
Sue Haley of Memphis, Tenn.;
two sons, Fred Doran of
Dr. Adam Lanning III,
Redding,Pa., and Tancel Doran
Professor
of
of Union City, Tenn.; nineteen Assistant
grandchildren; several great Sociology, will speak on
Family
"Marriage
and
grandchildren.
Funeral services are being Breakups-From a Sociological
held today at two p.m. at the Point of View" at the Wedchapel of the Gallimore Funeral nesday luncheon at the United
Ministry.
This
Home, Gleason, Tenn., with Campus
Rev. O.A. Gardner and Rev. presentation is the third in a
aeries of four on the theme of
Marcus Hill officiating.
Burial will be in he Hopewell Marriage and the Family.
Cemetery, Gleason, Tenn.
Dr. Laming has been on the
Murray State faculty since 1971.
He bolds his bachelors degree
from Vanderbilt University and
a Master's degree in history
from Memphis State University. He earned his Pb. D.
Cheech and Chong, the degree in Sociology from the
musical-comedy group which University of Tennessee at
has gained nationwide attention Knoxville. Among Dr. Lanwith its newly released hit fling's outside interests, running
entitled "Basketball Jones," marathons ranks very high.
The fourth luncheon program
will appear in concert at
Murray State University in the aeries next week will
feature a panel of practitioners
Tuesday, Nov. 13.
in the field of family counseling.
Scheduled at 8 p.m. in the The public is invited to the
university fieldhouse, the luncheons which are held each
program will mark the first Wednesday while university
performance in the area by classes are in session, from
Cheech and Chong. The group 12:30 to 1:20 at the United
has been featured on "The Campus Ministry, 202N. 15th St.
Johnny Carson Show," "The For information call 753-3531.
Helen Reddy Show," "Midnight
Special" and "In Concert," in
television appearances.

Tickets will go on sale
Monday, Nov. 5, in three
locations-the Waterfield
Student Union Building at
Murray State, the Mayfield
Music Center, and Gatlin and
Chors in Paducah. Prices are $4
Mrs. Ellison, age 89, widow of for a general admission ticket
Robert L. Ellison died Saturday or $3 for a Murray State student
at 11:10 p.m. at the Murray- with a student identification
Calloway County Hospital. She card.
was a member of the Alm
A spokesman for the sponChurch of Christ and was the soring Student Activities Board
daughter of the late Jim Green of the Student Goveriunent
Cunningham and Dollie Pugh Association said no seats will be
Cunningham.
reserved, and seating on the
Survivors are one sister, Mrs. evening of the concert will be on
Lola Parkhill of Paducah, and a first-come first-served basis.
one niece, Mrs. Hillard ( Mabel) basis.
Rogers of Murray.

Donnie L Wallace
Dies On Saturday
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